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Federal Trust White House Conference 

12-14 July 1968 

THE TIME HAS COME FOR A MORE 

RADICAL EUROPEAN POLICY 

by John Pinder 

The attached is the introductory section of 
the paper, which relates to the first (Friday 
evening) session of the conference. Sections 
on foreign policy/defence and on monetary/economic 
policy are to follow. 



THE TIME HAS COME FOR A MORE RADICAL EUROPEAN POLICY 

A NEW SITUATION REQUIRES A NEW POLICY 

The new situation has made the old orthodoxy out o~ date 

The European orthodoxy o~ the h<o postwar 

decades achieved great success up to 1963. Its main ~eatures 

were: 

1. The establishment o~ ~unctional supranational organisations 

(ECSC, EEC, Euratom) 

2. A reluctance to ~righten people by talking about ~ederation 

J. An intention to expand the ~unctions dealt with by the 

supranational organisations, to extend the area covered 

by the Community, and to strengthen the Community's 

democratic process. A more-or-less automatic spill-over 

was expected to give these developments a very ~air wind 

4. The consolidation o~ the existing Communities and o~ the 

relationship among the Six as the ~irst priority which any 

ne'" policies or proposals should respect (this can be seen 

as recently as the Benelux Plan) 

5· The intention to work in harness with America to solve 

world problems 

6. A reluctance to look ahead towards the role o~ a united 

Europe in constructing a world community or towards the 

implications o~ the Federal idea ~or the internal 

political and economic structure o~ states. 

Increasingly, during the last ~ive years, the 

situation that justi~ied this orthodoxy has changed; and change 

has now reached the point where the orthodoxy and the policies 

based on it should be radically revised. The main changes are 

as ~ollows: 

a. De Gaulle has emasculated the Community's supranational 

powers and voting system that it needs in order to make 

progress, and at the same time he has emptied it o~ the 

political will ~or progress. 

b. While the Five have not been totally de~eated by de Gaulle, 

they have lacked the political initiative necessary to 

prevent point a. ~rom happening, whether with regard to 

Community initiatives in new ~ields, to the enhancing o~ the 

powers o~ 

or Jthe 

the 1 European 1 organs (Parliament and Commission), 

extension o~ the Community. 
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c. There seems to be little prospect that this situation will 

change during the next three or four years. The German 

Government looks as if it will continue to be subservient 

to de Gaulle, although perhaps less excessively so since 

the May revolution in France. The two main parties seem 

likely to lose ground in the next election. Italy and 

Belgium have weak governments and it looks, from the 

political situation, as if this will last. There does not 

seem anywhere in the Six to be a Schuman(, Spaak, Adenauer or 

de Gasperi. 

d. It seemed up to now as if the vitality of the Community could 

be maintained until the year, this side of 1973, when de 

Gaulle and Gaullism would disappear from~ance. This is now 

very doubtful. Morale in the Community is so low 

that irreparable damage may be done by 1972; it looks quite 

likely that Gaullism will outlast the departure of 

de Gaulle, i.e. will continue into the mid-seventies; and 

even if the Gaullists are less virulent without de Gaulle, 

they will ~ardly produce a Robert Schuma)i during the next 

five years. 

e. While the prospects for the Community, as things$and at 

present, do not look good, and while de Gaulle and the 

Gaullists are likely to block further progress in the 

existing Communities, the May revolution in France is likely 

to have reduced de Gaulle 1 s ability to prevent the other 

countries of the Community from responding to new political 

initiatives. 

f. The Community as it stands is no longer so attractive 

as it was. It consists largely 

common agricultural system that 

of a,customs union, a 
"' 1.())tg. ~AM. soRsiste laFg~~ an 

excessively high price level, excellent studies and proposals 
~~ 

on a wide range of economic ~es, and institutions. The 

customs union is a success, but it is no longer so remarkable 

now that tariffs in the industrialised countries are 

generally low; it is arguable that a precise commitment to 

a customs union is undesirable without a concommitant 

economic union;- \vhile the EEC has now been j{:liberal in foreign 

trade, it has on the whole had a negative influence in the 

most important aspect of foreign trade - imports from low-

income countries - and it is arguable that the situation for 

low-income countries would have been much better if the Germans 

and Dutch had retained control of their own commercial 

policies; and participation in the customs union would, in the 

latter respect, certainly be retrograde for Britain. The 

agricultural policy is socially reactionary (a kind of Corn 

Laws in reverse), and this would be especially the case for 

Britain which has low food prices; and the other aspect of 
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the agricultural policy is that the Germans are paying a 

tribute of a quarter to half a billion dollars a year to 

de Gaulle, and Britain as a member would have to do the 

same. 

The studies and policy proposats are very good, but 

they need the institutions and political will to put them 

into effect. The institutions have been severely 

weakened and it is doubtful, with the Commission also 

weakened and its morale ebbing away, 'vhether the studies 

will lead to positive policies. 

Initiatives in a federal direction and the emergence 

of a new .Robert Schumanl are now unlikely to come from one of 

the Six, but arguably could well come from a non member 

(Britain). 

h. At the international level, dependence on America and 

identity of interest with America have declined somewhat, 

and so has fear of Russia. 

i. While the automatic spill-over type of progress that was 

originally expected is not taking place, people are at the 

j • 

same time losing sight of the ideal of a UnitedJ;tat~of sL 
Europe. 

The reforming zeal of. the coming period seems likely to be 

in the direction of a general reform or reconstruction of 

society, which makes it less suitable to play down the 

construction of Europe as being part of a broad canvas 

reaching from the construction of a world community to the 

reconstruction of national communities. 

A radical political initiative from Britain 

It follows from this new situation that the new policy should be: 

l. Overtly directed at the establishment of a political 
Ov-~l,.. 

federation. 

2. Put forward by Britain, with a government initiative 

some time during the period 1970-73• 

J. Recognising that the EEC has preemp~d important parts of 

economic policy, the political initiative should safeguard 

the EEC as much as possible, but should not be inhibited by 

this to the point where a dynamic policy is undermined, 

(i.e. a European reserve currency and a technological 

community system should be part of the new initiative - the 

frontiers to be defined extensively or modestly depending on 

how gravely or optimistically the situation in the EEC may be 

viewed at the time). 

4. Internationally, the emphasis should be somewhat less on 
~oc;::o~ 

automatic alignment with America, and somewhat more on ~~ea~e 

with Russia and on Europe acting as a third force pressing 
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towards the establishment o£ a world community. 

5· Federalist ideology should be played up not down, showing 

the construction of Europe in the context of world construction 

and of the reconstruction o£ society do'm to the smallest 

geographical and economic units. 

It seems feasible that the British government could be 
~ 

persuaded to take 3uch[initiative some time during the period 

between 1970 and 1973. The balance of payments should be healthy 

by then. Jeru~ins on the Labour side and Heath on the Conservative 

side should find a federalist policy acceptable and should be 

able to secure their parties' acceptance. This would depend, 

however, on their being able to expect a sufficiently positive 

response from the Continent. The ground for such a response could 

be laid by unofficial activity (e.g. a Hague-type congress in 1969). 
It should be possible to secure Benelux and Italian agreement 

to a British proposal to set up a supranational political organisatio 

I£ it looks as though such an organisation, even with fairly 

limited functions, could be set up by those countries on their 

own (or with other Efta members that are willing), it would seem 

difficult for the German government to stay out; and if the 

Germans come in, the French could not stand aside for long. 

Obviously this 'scenario' has many doubtful points in it; but 

it has enough strong points, and the European situation outlined 

above is bad enough, for the content of a political initiative on 

this scale to be worth serious and detailed consideration. 

The subjects of such an initiative would be foreign 

policy/defence, currency/economic policy, technology, and 

institutions. The British government has already declared itself 

favourable to a technological community and to a European currency; 
.....,_~ 

British defence policy is now centred around the po'jflq• o£ 

Britain as a European power; and the strengthening o£ Community 

institutions in a democratic direction should not come hard to 

Br.ttain. A package including elements from all these subjects 

would therefore not be such an extr~ordinar~y departure from 

existing British policy, but rather a new way of looking at 

existing policy and accepting its logical consequences. 

Technology and institutions are considered in 

separate papers that have been produced for the White House 

conference. Foreign policy and defence are considered in the 

following sectionr and monetary and economic policy in the 

concluding section o£ this paper. 



technological study group 

NUCLEAR POWER AND EUROPE 

1. The longer term aims .and background 

Nuclear Civil Research in Europe is now on a level comparable to that of· 

the USJh Taking into account only the Six plus Britain, the relevant figures 

are summarised in table 1. 

Research reactors critical 
(number) 

TABLE 1 

Contribution to nuclear 
literature (%world output) 

Nuclear H & D budget (Civil) 
(m, $) 

Europe 

lOO 

26 

1,000 

USA 

180 

38 

1,000 

What is more, Europe is by now as large a market for nuclear energy of 

the same order of magnitude as the USA. Relevant cumulative data are sum

marised in table 2. 

1970 Market (Wde, nuclear) 

1980 Home market 

Europe 

10,000 

90,000 

USA 

50,000 

150,000 

However, the nuclear power industry in Europe is far more fragmented .than 

in the USA and whereas in the EEC orders for 5,000 MW installed capacity were 

spread amongst ten or more companies, in the USA only four companies obtained 

orders for installations totalling 50,000 MW. (fragmentation of the) 
Partly due to this and partly also to the/ European market, Europe has not 

bean as successful as the USA (or the USSR or even Canada) in exporting its 

technology. (lln exception to this seems to be radio-isotopes and irradiation, 

and, up to a certain point, reprocessing services.) 

The amount ~f research already undertaken, the existence of highly qual

ified personnel, the scope of the market and the available funds all make it 

possible for Europe to develop an autonomous and competitive nuclear power 

industry. But this prospect is threatened by a duplication of effort in 

research - e.g. separate national fast-breeder reactor programmes in France, 

Britain and Germany - and above all in development, due largely to the weak

nesses of industrial structures, i.e. too.many small industrial groups, poor 

communications between governmental research centres and industry. 

The aim of European strategy in the nuclear power industry should there

fore be t• de~~lop larger industrial groups linked more closely to research and 
' to effectively pool governmental research. Furthermore, since it is expected 

that by 1970 at least 40% of EEC fuel requirements will be enriched uranium, 

and by 1980 at least 80%, there is an obvious interest for Europe to have its 
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own nuclear fuel enrichment capacity both for reasons of security of supply and 

for balance of payments (fuel ia worth perhaps twice the value of the original 

reactor over the life of a nuclear power station). 

2. Industrial Links or the "siege of Europe 11 

The consortium formed to build the Dragon experimental reactor is a good 

example for the future development of multinational European companies for 

reactor development andconstruction. Companies working sepatarely in different 

countries on similar major lines of reactor development should be brought to

gether to share their experiences and compete within the European_market with 

other equally multinational groups developing other lines. This would not only 

share costs more widely and increase competit'ion, it would also provide an 

insurance policy for companies, which coGld together share a wider range of 

knowledge, as well as for individual countries which would not be obliged to 

tie themselves to one particular line of development because it was the one 

pursued by their nationally based company. 

A_ strategy for creating such transnational European companies could start 
. of coi}sortia 

w~th the consolidation/no longer on an ad hoc basis for one prototype but for 

the development of a range of reactors from that prototype. Only a permanent 

association of comp~~ies, better still one single company, could ensure regular 

and unequivocal transference of knowledge and experience. The UK Jl.EA now seems 

more in favour of such a strategy; with governnont support and either simple 

licensing agreements or bottor an ad hoc agreement on the co-ordination of 

state purchasing, the British "lend" in nuclear power construction could provide 

it with a foot in each consortiurJ (there need only be three) which would nullify 

the effects of exclusion from the Comnunity in this field. Euratom has in fact 

till now largely failed to influence the structure of the nuclear industry and 

the Commission has recently doclared its support for cross-frontier mergers 

and joint enterprises, including companies from non-member countries. 

Jls regards fuel supplies Britain can offer the following facilities: 

Enrichments: Capenhurst, which at the present time is capable of pro

qucing about 400 t. of low-enriched uranium per year, is being expanded to 

reach an output of about 1,600 t, by 1980. 

Fuel elements: springfields, has at present a capacity of about 400 t. of 

oxide fuel per year. This is being expanded to obtain 2,000 t. per year by 

1980. The present capacity of 1,500 t. per year of magnox fuel is not being 

expa;'lded. 

Reprocessing: Windscale, which at the moment has a capacity to treat 

1,500 t. of irradiated nagnox uranium pdr year, is being further expanded to be 

able to treat about 1,000 t. of oxide fuel by 1980. 
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Opening Capenhurst to other countries in Europe would certainly fill a 

need of these countries expressed currently in the talk on the continent of 

developing a third enrichment plant in Europe. It might also make Capenhurst 

itself more viable since costs would presumably fall if the plant were expanded 

not just to meet Britain's needs but those of a wider market too, But Britain 

will have to introduce its partnGrs to the Capenhurst !mmvhow - or all that is 

needed for the industriel enrichment in any case - if they are to share in the 

costs of its expansion and make it a joint undertaking. 

Irrespective of the arguements on Capenhurst, there is everything to be 

gained by Britain offering access to tho world's largest re-processing plant at 

Windscale, as well as knowhow. This is the procitable end of the business and 

Britain can enrn goodwill as well as cash through giving profGrentic.l terms to 

Europeans. Small German and Italian plants are now being developed so that a 

British initiative nt this stage would still not be too late. 

Dosalinisation of sea water by nuclear power combined with power stations, 

and especially extraction of uranium and other minerals from seawater, is 

another field in which British technolo~y is well c.dvanced und whGre joint 

research and development might well be pursued for example with the Belgians 

and the Dutch. 

J, The Breakthrough to Europe 

A number of the above points could be used deliberatGly by tm UK govern

ment as part of a stratGgy to outflconk the Gaullist veto. For example access 

to Capenhurst could be restricted to countries which had signed the non-prolif

eration treaty, as a guarantee of good behaviour which might 0ven mollif7 the 

Russians, Such a strategy would also imply a deliberate rejection of French 

advances e.g. possible joint work on the A.G.R. 

The fact is that a co-operative attitude by the British (as under 2 above) 

e.g. for joint work on fast-breeders and the investment of Dounreay knowhow in 

a joint European undertaking, or on a fuel supply or access to Capenhurst, 

would contrast so strongly with the French that one can imagine a rapid 

roalignment towards greater joint efforts between the Five (or four) and 

Britain. This could hardly ~saken Euratom further than French actions have 

already done. But it might well weaken the European response to the i~ericans 

by excluding the French. 1md by itself a policy ,u this field alone could not 

of course change French attitudes. 
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The major institutional contribution to developments in this field 

would be an agency to co-ordinate public purchasing policies for reactors. 

But considerable progress could be made without any new agency through 

agreement between public authorities in most countries (i.e. except 

Germany where private industry is the main consumer), once governments 

had approved the creation of multinational nuclear construction companies. 

FT/afw 
12th July 1968 D. McL. 

(compiled from study group documents and notes on discussions) 



Technological Study Group 

COMPUTERS AND EUROPE 

Even when complete harmonisation has been achieved in Europe and an 

enlarged community is created it is doubtful if an equivalent economic effort 

could be sustained to that of the United States in all fields of technological 

development. A list of priorities must be drawn up and a period of phased 

growth gone through. Many people feel that it is pointless for Europe to 

spend money in areas when we can benefit from existing vast American 

investment and technological expertise. •fuy, for example, create a European 

computer industry when a first-rate American one already exists, active in 

Europe and employing thousands of Europeans, ~y not buy American and invest 

the funds saved by not having to cover research, development ~~d production 

in an area where we can get ahead of the Americans? 

The answer to these arguments can be expressed in two quotations, qne 

from Professor Edward Teller, the distinguished nuclear scientist, one from a 

recent OECD report on the technological gap. Professor Teller said "the 

electronic computer is probably the most important result of applied scientific 

effort, not only in the United States, but in the world". He went on to say 

that the consequences of the development of computers are almost without limit, 

not merely in the successful mechanisation of simple functions of a clerical, 

industrial or academic nature, but rather in the field of the intelligent 

employment of human brains, 

In the OECD study mentioned earlier, computers are mentioned as a ke,r 

industry because their widespread use in commerce, industry and government 

has made them a key factor in the economic and social structure of all 

countries. This is particularly so in countries without large defence or 

space programmes where the computer industry can provide the necessary 

rallying point for scientific and technological advance. 

If we accept these evaluations of thG role and the importance of the 

computer industry then one of the critical paths towards European prosperity 

is obvious, The computer will be, in tho very near future, both the 11heart 11 

and the "brain" of all large organisations within the body of Europe. If the 

body is to be truly European, then obviously the heart and the brain must be 

European too. 

Having accepted the fact that there is a vital.need for an indigenous 

Europe~~ computer industry, how are we to achieve it. It is obviously sensible 

to eschew theory as far as possible and to relate possible actions to political 

and industrial realities. There are two possible stages into which future 

action can be broken down • 

.!. The development of ad hoc links bet\{eon the various European computer 

manufacturers, such links, if possible, beL~g forged against a background of 
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inter-governmental approval, 

II The creation of new groupings, both industrial &<d governmental, within 

Europe formed with the united purpose of creating a visible, indigenous European 

computer industry, 

Stage I - The Creation of Ad-Hoc Links 

Th~ need for a harmonisation of European computer effort in order to 

meet the PJnerican challenge has so far proceeded on a national basis. In 

Britain the Government has participated financially in the necessarily large 

expenditure on research and development and has actively encouraged the 

industry to rationalize itself. In 1968 ICT and English Electric Computers 

Limited uill combine to form ICL, backed by Government grants (in exchange for 

shares) totalling $30 million, ICL will have over 50 per cent of the British 

market, a larger proportion than IBM, In comparison ICL will have about 

5 per cent of the French market and about 15 per cent of the Swedish, 

In France, Gwernment is spending $100 million on its attempt to build 

up the French-owned Compagnie Internationalo d 1 Informatique, eJhose main 

shareholders are CSF - Thompson Houston &<d CGE. This company at present 

markets the 1001 series designed by the small American company Scientific 

Data Systems. The plan is to develop a neH indigenous series, the 11P11 series, 

by 1969. 

In Germany, Siemens and AEG/Telefunken are each receiving Government 

backL'g for development of the order of $30 millions each, 

The immense resources of a company like IBM and General Electric tell 

critically in Europe and though by 1967 there was a pause in the American 

commercial offensive, as General Electric sorted out the muddle it had made 

of its Bull operation, and IBM patched up the harm done amongst its customers 

by the painful troubles of the 360 series, the American challenge will continue 

to be serious, 

In France the "pl·3.Il calcul" 1;ill certaialy produce a range of second 

generation computers, by 1969; the logic of the Cll's 11 P11 series is closely 

modelled on IBH' s 360, hut is unlikely to match up to the next generation of 

A~erican computers which will appear shortly after; and there are many signs 

that the effort in software will not be on a sufficient scale. 

As for Siemens and Philips, there is no doubt that they have the resources 

to develop computer hardware, at considerable cost, and in some of the many 

process applications they are already involved in, they will succeed. But 

Siemens, like English Electric, is at present technologically tied to RCA, 

with which it has a 10-year agreement. Only time will show whether, in the 

next generation, it can profitably go it alone, or indeed ~Jishes to, It has 

some 12 per cent of the German market, and is building up a Europe-wide sales 

ru1d sorvice network. But its total computer operation employs only some 

6,000 people, and though these are highly productive, the total turnover is 
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less than a third of ICL 1s, 

One thing is clear: the defensive national policies developed by three 

European governments each damage the efforts of the others. Buy National 

policies, for instance, in the German or British government markets, add to 

the mutual difficulties of companies like ICL and Siemens in establishing a 

Europe-wide marketing base comparable, for instance, to that of IBM. Indeed, 

American-owned companies which produce in, say, France or Germany receive 

higher priority in public buying than European companies exporting from 

outside, As for development costs, while there may well be a case for the 

existence of more than one Europe-owned computer company, the present 

triplication of effort, on a national basis, may Hell be slowing the rate 

of development and diminishing the prospe~t that any one European-based 

company will eventually succeed in establishing itself as a genuine rival 

to IBH. There are great advantages in moving on to a truly "European" policy, 

which will bring to an end the triplication of govGrnment-backod research and 

development effort, open the separate markets up to Europe-basod computer 

companies and.fostor the development of companies of European scale, 

The creation of ad-hoc links between interested Europe~~ computer 

manufacturers is obviously the speediest way to move towards a truly European 

industry. A review of the existing manufacturers as to their likely enthusiasm 

or suitability for such links could be axpressod shortly as follows: -

(i) C.I.I. Individually keen at working level but political factors 

would slow down acceptance beyond a sensible time limit. 

(ii) Siemens Keen to take any action that would hasten the Gnd of 

virtual R.C.A. control but jealous of autonomy. Have achieved 

a significant share of German market, 

(iii) Tdefunken Broadly interested, particularly if it meant stealing 

a march on Siemens. Little up-to-date experiGnce except at large 

end, Have no significant share of the commercial market. 

(iv) Philips K0en to make a success in the computer fidd to 

domonstrate their "systems-minded approach". Little particular 

experience and over-international for European aims. 

(v) Drift Kontrol and SJ,JJ3 Both have certain relevant experience 

and keen to expand. 

(vi) Olivetti Not so nationalistically inclined as French/German 

companies. After past experience are implementing a policy of 

specialising in terminal equipments but are keen to develop 

systems and software expertise, 

Discussions between various combinations of the companies described above 

have boon proceeding with varying degrees of enthusiasm over the past f8W years. 

From these discussions it is apparent that agreement on two factors is essential 

b8fore any such link could bo successfully implemented. 
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(i) Agreement on joint software production to common standards 

(ii) Agreement to work to "rationalised" sales and product policies 

The initiative for mergers and combinations at industrial level will 

have to come from the companies, but since European governments have decided 

to involve themselves in the computer industry, they will have to play some 

part, So far, for instance, the pressures in Britain have been for the merger 

between English Electric and ICT, and in Germany for cooperation between 

Siemens and Telefunken. Those pressures for national concentration will have 

to be relaxed and replaced by encouragement for the more European and more 

commercially attractive mergers and integration cutting across frontiers. In 

all the companies concerm;d, it is probable that mergers or combinations at 

the European level would be at least as welcome - or more so - than combinations 

with traditional rivals at home, 

Stage II - The Creation of New Groupings - Industrial and Governmental 

The creation of now groupings loading to a unified indigenous European 

computer industry would requirG both Governmental and Industrial action, 

Such action would load to the creation of nGW institutions and industrial 

orgrmisations. If tho principal lead cruno from Governments then a possible 

pattern of progress could be along the following lines. 

First thoro must be established a small but high-powered European 

Computer Secretariat under a strong Director. This wotlid be financed by the 

member countries. The Socrotariat 1 s first task would be to call for national 

surveys of computer requirements for ten years forward, These surveys would 

be carried out by the appropriate national authorities wlw would t<ork to 

strictly defined parameters of large, medium and small systems, and would be 

responsible for drawing up operational requirements for any spacial systems. 

The national surveys would be passed on to the European Secretariat in 

accord with an agreed timetable and with the necessary guarantee for national 

security. The Secretariat wollid then collate the results and would hammer out 

near variants in specification into agreement with the approval of the national 

authorities. 

Next the Secretariat wollid prepare lists showing the overall European 

requirements for systems, with their attondru1t broad operational requirements 

and tho likely time-scale of requirement, That these lists were being prepared 

would, of course, have been known to the manufacturers as would the fact 

that tenders would only be called for from consortia of manufacturers crossing 

national boundaries. Generally these consortia would consist of a prime 

contractor, one of the existing major manufacturers, and subsidiary manufacturers 

of electronic components and peripherals. This would enable the smaller 

countries to benefit also, 

The bids from the consortj n W<)llld bo considercld by the Secretariat who 

would make the:ir ""loction upon grounds of economy and production capacity, 
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not nationality. When the individual consortia had been matched to the supply 

of a particular system or part of a system, then the national governments would 

be informed of the choice. 

Thereafter, tho placing of nationctl government orders would be done 

individually along the lines indicated by the SGcretariat, whilst the Trade 

Associations of the industrial and commercial users uould be informed as to 

which consortia were being recommended. It is likely that civil users would 

talCG advantage of thG economies of scale and the efficient use of scarce 

intellectual resources that this system would create. 

In order to achieve this successfully, thoro would have to be political 

agreement as to its necessity and practicality. It is quite possible, however, 

in the present political climate, that the industry cannot wnit for joint 

government action, and must therefore take tho initiative itself. 

The future development of computer systems, as far as they can be 

foreseen, make it clear that the ess,mtial element of any system lies in 

the standards embodied in the central processor and its associated software. 

The terminal and peripheral equiprnonts can be manufactured to interface to 

any processor and the applications software can be designed to uork on any 

system provided that it is t-~ritten in sufficiently high level language. 

The achievement of a European computer industry could arise from an 

organisation along the following linos; the creation of an overall joint 

service company to be set up and owned by the participating companies. This 

would contain three main elements: a product planning group, a systems 

software group and an information centre. 

The functions of the various elements would be as follows: -

The Joint Service Company 

(a) Product Planning - it would be responsible for deciding the 

standards inherent within the central processor and necessary 

standards for the development of total systems. 

(b) Systems software - it would be responsible for the provision 

of all generally applicable software starting from executive 

interface and including peripheral housekeeping, and general 

applications such as PERT, production control, etc. Of course, 

much of this work could be sub-contracted to national groups 

provided that it was carried out undor central control. 

(c) Information service -this would be a gathering and distribution 

point for all information arising out of the work done by the 

participating compm1ies thus enabling thorn to benefit from all 

the work done vJithin the Group. Part of the information service's 

responsibility would be the arrangement of free cross-licensing 

agroements between the national groups and also the giving of 

support of industry-specialised areas. 
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In each of the major European countries national groups could be set up 

basod on the existing industry. Ench of those nationally based companies 

would have tw:' major parts: -

1. Equipment Nanufacture 

2. Customer systems, design, customer software, snles .• 

Eguipment Group 

Equipment groups would be responsible for the manufacture both of 

processors and peripheral equipment, Thus equipment groups making processors 

would also have the responsibility for executive software to the interface 

defined by the joint services company product planning team. Through the 

information service and the arrangements for free cross-licensing, it is 

likely that the equipment groups in the national companies would manufacture 

that equipment at which they excelled, sell it to other members of the group 

and buy from them other necessary hardware. 

Customer Systems Design, Software and Sales 

These sections of the uation21 companies would have the locnl responsibility 

within their group marketing area for carrying out the necessary sales activity 

and associated system design and the writing of special customer-orientated 

software. 

Costs 
The costs of the joint services company would be mot by the other partici

pating companies purchasing from it the services provided by the information 

section and product planning and by purchasing also the systems software. 

The action described in the previous paragraphs could come about by purely 

commercial agreement. It would be far easier, however, if these commercial 

agreements were arrived at with general European government approval and working 

to agreed European standards. 

If this is to be achieved within the n0cessary abbreviated time-scale, 

abbreviated becauso of the force of American competition, 

both government a1:1d industry to be more outward looking. 

it is necessary for 

It is necessary for 

industry to investigate the possibilities of European cooperation and to 

convince potential European partners that this is not merely a commercial bid 

for power, At the same time it is necessary for governments to give less 

attention to the purely local rationalisation of their industries and to look 

at the broader European picture instead. 

Neither Stnge I nor Stage II ~lill be easy to achieve. Neither the 

political nor the industrial advantages are ~nmediately apparent in the 

short term and there is no doubt that the sharply varying comp::crative 

strengths of the participating nations and companies will lead to many 

disagreements, The creation of a specialised group or inter-linking body 

of specialists, with no apparent ::cxe to grind and the ear of their respective 

goverrJaents and industries, aimed at creating a European computer industry 

would obviously accelerate progress. This c::ctalytic group could have the 
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folloHing task: -

(a) 

(b) 

Promoting and helping in the negotiation of coimnon standards. 

Proposing and executing, as agent of the Governments, common 

development projGcts, to be implemented by industry. 

(c) Bringing companies together and advising and acting as a 

consultant on common activities and mergers. 

(d) Policing o. cornnon market in public buying nnd assisting the 

Governments in working out common requirements, 

(e) Possibly promoting training and computer applications, 

That the creittion of a European computer industry is to be desired can 

be finally confirmed by economic arguments for studies indicate that it would 

effect trade similarly to a Customs Union i.e. trade diversion and creation 

together with changes in investment policy. No change could obviously occur 

before 1970 but thereafter improvod'European competitiv0ness could lead to a 

trade diversion effect so that by 1975 
(a) 50% of the post 1970 groHth of U.S. exports to Industrial 

Europe and 

(b) 25% of the groHth of U.S. exports to the rest of the world would 

be replaced by output and trade by industrial Europe. No increase 

in 'rorld demand can bo allowed for but trade creation within 

Industrial Europe, through cross-licensing and exchange of 

components, could increase output up to £50 million. 

Whilst these changes are not sensation::tl, in the one year selected, 1975, 

an improvement is indicated of £123 million to the "European" balance of 

payments and £175 million to output. Beyond 1975 the consequential benefits 

would increase rapidly so that European trade and output might benefit by as 

much as £1,850 million over the decade 1970-1980, 

BMVJ/HE 
10.6,68, 
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Federal Trust White House Conference, 12-14 July 1968 

A MORE RADICAL EUROPEAN POLICY 

Section III: Monetary and Economic Policy 

Relations with the EEC 

The main problem, when one considers any lines of 

economic policy for a European political community, is that 

many aspects of economic policy are already dealt with by the EEC, 

and the members of the EEC are committed to act within that 

framework. 

· The first thing that the members establishing the EPC 

can do, which will not damage the EEC in any way but will indeed 

only serve to help its development, is to declare their intention 

to build an enlarged EEC, as part of the EPC, into a full economic 

union. This will provide the EEC with the perspective of a 

future dynamic which it is at present on the way to losing. 

The members of the EPC could state that they intend 

not only to implement fully a common commercial and a common 

agricultural policy within the enlarged EEC, but also to develop 

a common monetary policy, common regional policy and regional 

development programmes, common energy and transport policies, 

common fiscal, technological and social policies. The intention 

to develop the EEC institutions into a fully democratic and 

federal system should also be explicit. 

The intention should also be declared to accept all 

European countries, including particularly any members of the EEC 

that do not at first become members of the EPC, as full members 

whenever they wish to join, provided that they accept the rules of 

the EPC and its supranational community system. The Treaty 

establishing the EPC should provide for a merger of the EPC 

and the EEC, ECSC and Euratom Treaties, as soon as the memberships 

become identical, 

The members of the EPC that are also members of the EEC 

should be punctilious in refraining from breaking the rules of the 

EEC. On the other hand, there are problems that are vital to the 

future of European countries that must be dealt with by the EPC, 

6 

and these include problems of advanced technology and of international 

monetary policy. Technology is dealt with in other conference 

papers; and this paper deals largely with international monetary 

policy and with the associated question of balance of payments 

policy. 
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European monetary policy: the birth of the Euro~a 

One must first distinguish sharply between a European 

currency and a European reserve unit. Economic union must be very 

far advanced before the members of the union can establish a 

common currency. Indeed, the common currency, which finally 

excludes recourse to exchange controls or exchange rate 

adjustments, should probably be the very last step after all other 

elements of economic union have been fully developed; otherwise 

there is too great a danger that some member countries will be 

forced into permanent deflation and depression by balance of 

payments weakness, and will suffer the fate of Southern Italy 

in the Italian national state. 

A common reserve unit, however, can be established 

without major advance in other fields of economic union, and 

certainly without a common tariff or customsunion. Thus the 

members of the EPC could establish a European reserve system 

based on a common reserve unit which could, as The Economist 

has suggested, be called the Europa. This unit would provide 

the members of the EPC with additional liquidity, because they would 

be able to buy Europas for their national currencies up to 

an agreed amount, In this way the national reserves would be to 

that extent backed by the collective reserves of the members. 

In the case of Britain, a special arrangement should be made 

whereby Britain had access to Europas up to the amount that might 

be required to deal with withdrawals of the sterling balances 

- or alternatively to pay off the sterling balances, whose holders 

would then b3 able to hold Europas. This would be a permanent 

arrangement that could replace the medium term and short term 

arrangements that now exist, 

As is suggested in the section on foreign and 

defence policy, Europas could become an alternative reserve 

currency into which holders of gold or dollar balances could 

switch if they wanted to. If circumstances such as those of 1967 

or 1968 pertain, there can be little doubt that large sums would 

be transferred into Europas in this way. The EPC would, when 

American reserves became too low, be able to offer stand-by 

credits to the United States as has been done by the national 

central banks during recent sterling and dollar crises. With the 

EPC in such a strong creditor position, it should be possible to 

secure American agreement to the replacement of the reserve 

currencies by an IMF unit - a generalised SDR. Even if agreement 

on the creation of such an international unit is not achieved, the 

world financial system would still be nuch better based upon two 

substantial reserve currencies than, as at present, on ~ne substantial 

currency and one that is almost ceasing to be an effective reserve 

unit. 
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While the creation of a reserve unit does not have to 

be accompanied by general economic union, there are certain 

economic policy measures that should be related to it. These are 

~articularly the establishment of a common capital market and of a 

co~on_policy on balance of payments questions. 

The capital market is required because holders of a 

reserve currency wish to have interest on their money, and they 

need access to the quantity and variety of short term paper 

that is at present to be found only in New York and London. The 

Europa would therefore be greatly strengthened as an international 

reserve unit if at the same time an effective European capital 

market, joining London to the continent, was developed. 

The need for agreement on balance of payments policy 

arises because reserves, and hence a common reserve hnit, are used 

to finance balance of payments deficits. Decisions about the limits 

to which countries can draw the reserve unit therefore imply 

decisions about the extent to which payments deficits can be 

incurred and, to some degree, the way in which they are to be 

corrected. This brings'us to the heart of the most crucial problem 

of international economics at the present time. 

Balance of payments policy 

The fundamental problem of international economic 

policy today is how long-standing or deep balance of payments 

disequilibria should be corrected. The existing instruments for 

correcting them have proved inadequate. For structural deficits, 

deflation is no cure: if it does not cure the deficit in a short time, 

it makes the long term problem worse by cutting investment and 

economic growth and hence competitiveness in the long run; and it is 

politically impossible in a democracy (and rightly so) to maintain 

a high level of unemployment for a long time. Devaluation is the 

most logical solution, but until the existing reserve currency system 

has been replaced by a new IMF unit, devaluation of sterling, and 

even more of the dollar, creates dangerous instability in the world 

monetary system; and for the members of the EEC,with the common 

agricultural policy and with the way in which the obligations of 

members of the community are understood and 

is an extremely difficult weapon to employ. 

interpreted, devaluation 

Means of acting directly 

on trade or payments, such as import quotas, export subsidies, 
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import surcharges or exchange controls, are theoretically adequate, 

but have in practice become difficult to use to the extent necessary 

to correct a structural disequilibrium, because o£ the high 

expectations as to freedom of trade and payments that have arisen 

as a result of the excellent international economic cooperation 

that has prevailed in the two postwar. decades. The use of these 

measures, even when the balance of payments situation justifies 

it, is liable to evoke retaliations and to undermine the 

existing spirit of cooperation. More short term credits to 

tied countries over their payments deficits can in some circumstances 

be useful; but by their nature they are no solution unless the 

deficits are cured by one or more of the above methods, 

S~etrically, there is some inadequacy in the means 

for dealing with structural balance of payments surpluses, although 

here the reluctance of surplus countries to act sufficiently 

strongly to eliminate their surpluses is more of a factor, 

The creation of the Europa will imply an agreement 

among the members of the EPU on policy for dealing with these 

balance of payments problems, It seems as if the most 

satisfactory solution would be a fiscal one, relating directly 

to external trade and payments, and covering trade and payments 

as generally as possible so as to distort international transactions 

as little as possible. This could take the form of an export 

subsidy combined with an import surcharge at a uniform rate 

across the whole foreign trade of a deficit country, and across 

as much of its invisible trade and of its capital transactions 

as would be practicable to tax in this manner. The surplus 

countries should at the same time apply an import subsidy (or 

reduction of import duty) and an export tax. In the context of 

the debate on border tax adjustments, i.e. on the refunds of 

indirect taxes (usually ATV) that exporters are entitled to claim, 

these fiscal measures can be seen partly as adjustments of the 

extent to which refunds of indirect taxes can be claimed by 

exporters. 

Such a fiscal mechanism for dealing with balance of 

payments disequilibria has obvious theoretical advantages, It is 

general and does not cause administrative difficulty or economic 

distortion; and since it acts equally on exports and imports it does 

not unduly restrict or promote the level of international trade. 

For reasons such as this, a general fiscal mechanism has been 

attracting growing support among economists (see for example the 

article by Pierre Uri in The Times of 12 July 1968). In terms of 

practical politics it also now seems as if such a system could be 

adopted. Britain has resorted to.import surcharges and export rebates; 
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America has been indicating a desire to be allowed to impose an 

import surcharge; and France has now applied export subsidies along 

with import quotas. These are substantial facts and precedents 

that indicate that wide agreement on the introduction of a system 

of this sort might be secured. 

The members of the EPC could, in connection with the 

establishment of the Europa and the common reserve system, agree 

that their policy was to adopt an adjustment mechanism 

of this sort. There would then be the problem of securing 

agreement on such a system, first with any members of the EEC 

that do not become founder members of the EPC, and then with 

other world trading countries, in particular the United States. 

It must be faced that France's partners in the EEC 

might find it difficult to persuade the French government to 

agree to adopt such a sy~tem; and the other members of the EEC 
/~Wl \R.s.s ;.t 

could hardly adopt itkwas decided in the EEC institutions that 

this should become EEC policy, because the application of export 

subsidies and import surcharges, or the variation of rebates 

on indirect taxes paid with respect to exports, is a matter on 

which individual Community countries could not act without a 

collective Community decision. On the other hand the French 

government, which has in fact applied export subsidies and import 

quotas, and which has obtained large credits mainly from other 

Community members, does not seem to be in a strong position to 

oppose such a policy; and in so far as the policy concerns import 

duties and quotas and export subsidies, the EEC can take decisions 

by majority vote. It does therefore seem possible, even if 

difficult, to overcome the problem of differing membership as 

between the EPC and the EEC as far as this question of balance of 

payments policy is concerned. 

As already indicated, the American government appears 

apt to accept the principle of a new adjustment mechanism, so that 

agreement on this subject by the EPC members should be followed by 

a radical improvement in the system of international trade and 

payments as well as in the reserve system that finances it. 

Fiscal policy 

Britain must accept that, when membership of the EEC 

becomes possible (or when the EPC and the EEC merge), she will 

have to adopt the Added Value Tax. There are big advantages in 

making such a reform over a transitional period, i.e. in 

introducing the AVT initially at a fairly low rate and increasing 

the rate over a period of years, and Britain should theref'ore start 

the process as soon as possible (e.g. in the 1969 budget).. The 
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desirable regardless of the issue of membership of the EEC; for 
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it is possible, with such a broadly based tax, to raise substantial 

su~e of money by only a small increase in the rate, thus making it 

possible to incur desirable public expenditure without at the same 

time producing undesirable economic effects such as disincentives 

due to higher direct taxation. 

If, then, all the members of the EPC have a system of 

Added Value Taxation, it will be possible to supply the EPC with 

its own fiscal resources in the most fair and simple way imaginable: 

by providing that a given percentage rate of Added Value Tax 

goes from each member,country direct into the Community budget. 

This will give the EPC a great source of strength that is at present 

lacking in the EEC, because the EPC will have access to the 

necessary money that it needs to carry out its functions, some of 

which will be undoubtedly expensive. 

Thus the EPC could pay, from its own tax resources, 

for a large science and technology budget; for the activities of 

a European IRC; for the creation of a modern transport network in 

Europe; for a common aid budget; for the necessary underpinning of 

the Europa and of loans raised by the EPC for its capital expenditure; 

and finally for the arms purchasing board and the defence budget 

which will eventually, as the national defence forces become 

integrated in the Community force, become very large. When the 

EPC and the EEC merged, the same system and the same budget 

could provide the means for a great expansion of regional policy, 

social P?licy, industrial policy and other economic activities 

of the Community. 
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AN OCEANIC DEVELOP~·iENT COHMISSION 

The European Continental Shelf should be 'Europeanized' 
and the ownership and development value vested in an independent 
OCEANIC DlWE:LOP~·iENT COMi-HSSION. . 

Obiective. To assume responsibility for executing an accelerated, 
long-range, concerted programme to convert to practical reality 
the oceans' inherent promise for mankind. 

Method. Exploitation of resources should be left to the business 
enterprise sector, the Commission's role would be co-ordinatory 
and promotional, seeking to accelerate the pace of development 
thrbugh the sponsorship of R&D and financial measures where the 
risks'are too high OT the profits too long deferred to encourage 
rapid progress. The Commission should also regulate the 
activities of ocean industries and police the marine environment 
within its jurisdiction. In addition, it would perform certain 
operational functions in support of business enterprise and 
would be responsible for strengthening Europe's scientific/educ
ational base in oceanology. 

Tasks 

1. Accelerate the development of the seas' physical, chemical, 
geological and biological resources by 

- Encouraging private investment in technological 
developments and in theeconomic utilization of 

_these resources through loans, development contracts etc. 

- Precipitating new ~cean technologies and enhah5ing 
our subsea engineering capabilities by initiating a 
major underwater venture. 

- Supporting research into all aspects of the seas' 
resources, including nevr uses for marine products, 
and ensuring that there is no unnecessary duplication 
of effort, fac?lities or equipment. 

- Building and operating a fleet of survey vessels and 
submersibles to explore, locate and assess the. economic 
potential of marine resources both within and without 
Europe's Continental Shelf. 

2. Expand our knowledge of the marine environment and our under
stanaing or the ocean's oounaar1es, properties ana processes oy 
supporting basic oceanographic research in existing establishments. 

3. Broaden education and training in marine science and enl<J;rge 
our pool of qualified manpower i~ this sphere through grants 
and awards to European universities and institutes, and by setting 
up a Sea College devoted specifically to the study of marine 
science in all its aspects - legal, social, economic and political, 
as well as scientific,and technical. 

4. Collect, store and disseminate oceanic information through 
the establishment of a Data Handling C:entre. 

5. Regulate all ocean industries' activities on, aoove, or oeneath 
the floor of the Shelf, including the conservation of living resources 

6. Acquire an operational capability to rescue and salvage from 
the deep~ocean floor. 
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7. ~staDlish ana opera~e environmen~al ooserva~1on ana prea1c~1on 
services. 

$, Aid pollution abatement and control. 

9. Support shoreline and harbour stabil:ization and protection, and 
the preservation of amenities. 

lO.Assist in the planning of industrial and urban development in 
the coastal zone. 

Auto-Financing. 

- Primary: 

- Secondary: 

The sale of exploration licences and production 
leases, and royalties flowing from the 
exploitation of marine resources on, above or 
beneath the Shelf. 

Investment, interest from loans, fees from 
services, patent rights etc. 

It is sound practice to re-invest at least part of the revenue 
obtained from the exploitation of non-renewable resources to 
ensure an adequate E;nd dependable flm'l of resources in the future. 
The principle of auto-financing is crucial to this whole proposal. 
Without the autonomy vrhich financial independence can give, this 
project would fall foul of the same obstructions impeding progress 
in other European co-operative ventures. 

By 1970 the British sector of the North Sea will yield £12 million 
in royalties and by 1975 this is expected to reach £24-30 million. 
The American Federal Government has netted more than $2 billion 
from the working of the sea-floor near the United States during 
the last decade, and is currently obtaining ~12 million per 
month from this source. It can therefore be seen that the ODC 
would,,from the beginning, have an income which compares favourably 
with any other international scientific organisation. Its 
annual budget could in 1~time surpass £200 million. A large sum 
of money, but not disproportionate when one considers the challenge 
which must be met from across the Atlantic, the business that 
would be generated, and the large span of industri~l and 
scientific activities embraced by such a programme. 

' Accountabilitv, The Commission should be directly responsible 
to the European Parliament, and democratic control should be 
exercised by that body through the power of appointment and 
dismissal, 

LAURANCE REED, July •6$ 
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INSTITUTIONAL REFORM BY STAGES 

The tasks we have outlined for an expanded Community in the previous 

chapter have important. political implications for its future structure. 

We envisage a considerable increase both in the range and importance of the 

activities of the Community and hence the need for much stronger Community 

institutions, These will in any case be required by an expanded Community 

containing ten or more mGmbers if the greater spread of their interests is 

not to result in an inability to reach agreement. 

This, however, is only one aspect of the structural changes that will 

bo required. As mre power is concentrated in the hands of Community 

authorities, so it will be essential to ensure that their activities o.re 

subjected to effective scrutiay and control, and their decisions. taken only 

after an opportunity has been given to all interest~d parties to state their 

views. An increase in power at tho Conm1unity level also will make more 

urgent thE~ ever the creation of effective regional units of government, and 

other measures to ensure the greatest possible participation by the citizens 

of the ConF'unity ut all levels of decision-making in society, ranging from 

local government to the SUIT[Jit of the political system. 

NOr is this merely a matter of reshaping the foronl institutions of 

government. It also implies a much greater attention than has hitherto been 

given to the opportunities for participation in political parties, trade 

unions, industrial trade associations, other professional bodies, as well as 

at places of work - whether factories, farms or offices - and the many other 

institutions and groups which ir.lpinge on the daily life of the citizen. In 

this context the pressure that emerged during 1968 among university and 

college students for a much greater say in the running of those institutions 

of higher learning wore a reflection of what is already felt to be a growing 

need in society. They wore at tho snmc time a welcome sign that groups of 

determined individuals can still make an impact on the shape of our society, 

complox though it hns become, and remote though those in authority sometimes 

a ppco.r to be, 

A rnujor restructuring of the political systems of the countries of west\lrn 

Europe is therefore required. It will not be easy to achieve, and undoubtedly 

it will take time. So far our political institutions have mown themselves 

remarkably resistant to change. While innovation has boon gc·ing on apace in 

other areas of society, all too many of them have stood still. But as the 

tempo of change increases, it will more than ever be ioportant to adapt our 

institutions to now circumstances. We are now in a situation in which we need 

to anticipate future problems unless they o.rc to overwhelm us. 

In the context of an expanded and evolving Community the first priority 

will bo to develop institutions at this now level of government which are 

effective, responsive to change, and subject to proper c.,ntrol. The first 

step towards this is to have a clear picture of the type of institut~Jns which 

will be required, bearing in mind what exists already, what national governments 

can be persuaded to accept in the short to medium torm ae. acceptable reforms, 

/and how 
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and how these could be used to open up possibilities for further changes as 

the process of integration itself develops. 

As far us the formal institutional development of the 6ommunity is 

concerned, it is clear that particularly careful attention has to be paid to 

those organs which take decisions. At present this function is perforQed by 

two bodies - the Council of Ministers and the Commission. The Council is 

made up of representatives of national governgonts and is the body where all 

important decisions are taken. Preparatory work is carried out by a group of 

senior officials known as the Committee of PerQanent Representatives. It is 

they who now undertake a great deal of tho hard, slogging discussion that 

precedes agreemont. Even whon this is machod round their own table, however, 

it still has to be confirmed by the Council. 

If the Council disposes, it is the Comnission which proposes. This is 

a body cf fourteen members who, theoretically at le:·:c3t, o.re nominated by all 
the member governments acting in agreement. In practice each government 
nomiates the requisite number of its own nationals, and expects the other 

governments to agree. Nevertheless, once appointed the Hembors of the Coiillllission 

arc fer1:1ally forbidden to solicit or accept instructions from any national 

government. Their task is to seek to idclntify the cor.11:1on Community interest, 

and having done it to make a proposal to the Council. This body, in turn, is 

obliged to take the Gomr,Jission 1 s proposal as the basis for its own discussion, 

unless by a unanimous vote it rejects it. This in fact very rarely occurs. 

The Comr.lission is therefore the initiator of Community legislation. 

The crucial element in this decision-making is the dialogue between the 

Gom:1ission, as a representative of the general Community interests, and the 

Council as a r.cpresentative of the constituent member states. It is crucial 

fer a number of reasons. In the first place, it gives the Comnission the 

initiative in implementing the Treaty. Secondly, it allows it to perforn a 

very important broker.",ge role in finding ways c,f roccmciling national intore13ts. 

Thirdly - and this is its most important aspect - it provides a mechanism which 

can be used to transfer authority, over a period of time, from national 

authorities to Community authorities. 

The way the mechanism functions is heavily dependent? of course, on the 

gener£4_ state of relations existing at any given tiue between the mOI!lber states, 

In the first phase of the Common Market, between 1958 and the end of 1962, for 

instance, when conditions were very favourable in this rospect, the Connnission 

was able to take a very prominent part in the decision-mnkL~g process, and at 

the same time acquire considerable additional powers for itself. Since early 

1963, on the other hand, when thoro have been marked tensions within the 

Community, the Cornmissiun has found life much more difficult. Increasingly 

decisions have tended to tnke the form of the lowest common denominator 

between different national positions. A classic example of this was provided 

in the decisions taken on milk and sugar prices. What happenod was that the 

high-price countries agreed to accept each other 1 s do!llllnds - with the rosul t 

that highly uneconomic price levels were agreed upon, in spite of the Commission's 

warning about the likely consequences. A year later the process went a stage 

further when intervention pricu levels wore agreed for milk '<lhich mried from 

/country to 
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country tu country: a negation of the idea of a comoon mnrket. 

In both of these instances the Community interest to .. k second place to 

crude bargaining between the member states. This is always likely to happen 

when the Sommission is in a weak position and it points to the need in an 

enlarged Community of finding ways to r0inforce it. In r.1ore general terms it 

would aslo be logical to seek a stronger role for the institution representing 

the Community interest as the process of integration itself advances. 

At present the Co!Thdssion is in a rather weak positon when the raember 

states find themselves in$rious conflict. It derives its authority on the 

one hand from the Tr"mty - which itself is an instrm10nt of the meuber states -

and fron tho confidence tbat the governments place in it. Ultimately, 

thGrefore, it does not have any source of authority other than that which comes, 

dirGctly or indirectly, from a national source. It is forauly resp .• nsible 

to the European Parlirunent - an indiroctly elected body of 142 parliamentarians 

from the six countries. It does not, in other word~, provide any real 

alternative source of legit:Umcy for the Comnission, nor any effective counter

weight if the Commission attracts the displeasure of the inember governments. 

In terms of strengthening the role of the Comnission in the future, 

therefore the !ThDst ir.lportant problem ls to find some way of underpinning its 

authority and making it less exclusively dependent on its present masters. 

One way of doing this would be to c~nvert it into a body directly elected by 

the citizens of the Community, or to use the LIDdel of tho United States and 

bave its president so olected, with power subsequently to nominate its other 

mombors. Such a sclution, however, would clearly be unacceptable at the 

present timo to the member states. It r.u:.y be that at some poiny in the distant 

future the Comeunity will bave evolved to the point when this would comnend 

itself as the right solution. For the tiT:Je being, however, a diffGrent method 

has to bJ found. If direct election is excluded, an alternative is an indirect 

process of election. The body which could perform this function is the 

European Parliament as the institution which represents (though indirectly at the 

present t:UJO) the citizens cf the Corummity countries. Even this, however, 

might provo to m too radical a step and it would bave the disadvantage of 

making possible the election of a ComT:Jission that was quite unacceptable to 

the member eovernments. In this case the decision-making apparatus might be 

dcmdlocked. 

The solution to this problem is to 1:e found in a noninating process to the 

Commission in which both the national governments and the European Parliament 

would participate. There are various ways in which this could be arranged. 

A minir.mm first step would bo the submission by the Council of its list of 

nominees to the Parlianmnt for a confirmatory vote. Initially this might take 

the form of negative confirLmtions, that is, the proposed nembers would be 

appointed unless a majority (or a weiehted r.Jajority) of the members of the 

Pc;rlior.wnt dissented. Even this modest degree of participation \oTOUld give 

much uore substance to the Parliament's right of dismissal; for it would then 

have a guarantee that the Council Wc'uld not T:Jerely reinstate tho outgoing members. 

/ At a second 
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At a second stage the Parliru.10nt' s role c"uld be incrensed. 'l'hat is, the 

list submitted by the Council would need its positive confirr.mtion before being 

appointed. This could give both the Corumission and the Parliament a much 

stronger position in any conflict with the Council - especially if, as 

is suggested belm?, the Parliament were to be a directly-elected body, 

Beyond this stage it is possible to envisn.ge a series of further steps 

which would eventually load to the direct election of the Commission by the 

Parliament - with the Cou.t1cil initially having a sir.Jilar confirmutory role as 

that sugeested earlier for the Parliament. In other words, an evolutionary 

process could bo set in train ;rhich would load to a progressive reinforcement 

of the Commission's political role as the integration itself advanced. (See 

Table 1). The commission, however, would not acquire complete autonomy 

with respect to tho member governments until an advanced point on the scale of 

integration: a recognition of the fact that for a censidor2ble time to coma 

the nation stato is likely to remain the predominant element within the 

Comr,,unity' s political system. For the forsoeablo futuro is is clearly necessary 

to ensure that tho uombors of the CorJuission continue to enjoy the positive 

support of tho moubor governments, oven if the initiative with regard to their 

nomination passes, as is suggested, into the hands of the European P<erliament. 

A similarly progressive system can also bo envisaged with respect to the 

leE;islativc and budgetary iJOWGrs of thJ CoDDission. ThG key Gleuont hGro is 

not so tc;uch an upgradin[l of the powGrs of the Connission itsGlf, which would 

continuG to have c.s its priaary f.nction thG formulc.tion of policy proposals -

but a change in the role played by European Parliament. At present this body 

is Y.leroly consul tod by the Council before it takes a decision on a Comnission 

proposal. The r.1inistors are under no obligation to teJw any ac<.>count of tho 

views expressed by the Parliru"ont, o.nd frequently thoso are ignored. 

A first step away from this situaticm would be to oblig<e tho Council to 

subr.lit its own policy decisions to the Po.rliamc:mt before they were finally 

enacted. Hero abain, the initial procedure might consist of a sil:lilar type 

of 1 nocative confirmation 1 as already proposed for the nomination of the 

nombcrs of tho Cor.Juission. This would moon that Council decisions wore 

approved unless thoro was a j)Ositivo r.mjority ac;ainst then. At o second stage, 

corresponding to the next step in the scale of integrc.tion, positive confirmation 

by a mjority vote would be r.;quired. Beyond this p~int, the rolativo roles 

of the Council and Parlia.nent could be reversed. That is, the Counnission 

would present its proposals to t ha Parlionont rathor than the Council, and 

the latter's role wc.uld then bocoBo more akin to that of n second chanber. 

Its positive approval would bo required for tho legislation or budgetary 

noosures proposed, but at this stage its role would have become a distin~tly 

secondary one. 
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TABLE 1 

Scale of integration. Role of mtionnl 

governments. 

1. (Present situation) Appoint all 

2. Appoint all 

.3 • N onina to all 

4· Nominate some 

5. Propo so candidates. 

Role of 

Parlic.mont. 

Nil 

Negative 
confirmation 

Positive 
confirmation 

Nominate some 
and cunfirm. 

(a) 

(b) 

Select nnd confirn. 

6. Joint participation in 
electoral college. 
(various procedures could 
be envisaged) 

7. 

8. 

9. 

(a) 
(b) 

Positive 
confirmation (b) 

lle&ative 
confirmution (a) 

Nil. 

Elect President/ 
all nembors. 

ditto. 

Nil. 

i<ppointed unless ( >mi?hted) majority agc.inst. 
Not appointed unless \veighted) majority in favour. 

Role of 

electors. 

Nil. 

11 

" 

" 
11 

11 

11 

" 
Direct election. 

Clearly the ti.J:le scale required for such an arolution is uore likely to 

be measured in terms of decades - or more - rather than in years. There is no 

reason, however, why the legislative procedure for all policy uatters should 

be the sn.i"le. It is already tho case that the Community's legislative powers 

over different policy fields vary widGly. Who>·cas, for instance, it has 

subst2l1tia1 powers in agricultural matters, it has very few in the field of 

social policy. It is clear that in the futuro, oven in those areas whore 

the mer;Jber states agree to take action in coJ:L.Jon, that they will be far more 

hesitant in giving the Commission direct powers than in others. One can imagine,· 

for instance, that they might - at some future point - be villing to allow matters 

· affecting the customs union to be handled in a way that would certainly not be 

acceptable for more sensitive cxeas cf national policy such as defence and 

foreign policy. The ain ;wuld therefore be gradually to build up a sector of 

tho Coonuni1y• 1 s legislative activity in which theJ CoDmission-Pnrliar,JGnt 

relationship was the crucial factor. Once this principle was accepted one 

could expect a gradual extension of it over a period of tiue. 
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This type of development w~uld clearly place much more resp~nsibility 

on the European Parliament, and also give it much more work to do. It would 

in fact give it a role akin to that at present being formed by mtionnl 

pnrlialnentrry bellies. There are SOl:Je who argue that given the weaknesses 

and defects of such bodies, which are a matter of widespread conc0rn 

throughout western Europe, it vruuld be foolish to place so much emphasis in 

Community structure on a type of institution whose merits are now being called 

in question. Tho~e, who put forward this view however, have not - as yet at 

least - produced any convincing a:.ternative. In terms of current ,:.emocratic 

theory it is very difficult to envisage any viable type of institution to 

perform the duties of legislative scrutiny and supervision of an executive 

thc.t is not based on some type of representative principle. It nny be that 

undue emphasis h."\S been placed on the role of a body representing the 

generality of the individual citizens, and that the functions of bodies 

reprosenting or.:<:misod groups in sociGty should in future be upgraded, as they 

have boon in Yugoslavia. It may also be that in 1-1estern Europe ve have been 

unduly influenced by the Facist experience of the corporativist state - which, 

in theory at lo.·:st. replaced a conventional assembly by a body nor1inated by 

groups. In that case, however, the ex1Jeriment vas conducted under very SiJGCinl 

conditions: n monopoly of pavor by cne party under the aegis of a dictator. 

In our oyn type of pluralistic systeu there is certainly room fer me~·e 

experiment with bodies representing interests. They already exist in 

sevornl of the countries of the C01nuunity (though not in the Federal Republic, 

which in this respGct is lilw Britain), and thGrG thGy hnve been given a 

consultative role with rG[o;ard to legislation, Such a body nlso exists in the 

Corw:runity: the Econouic and Social Co=itteo. 

l1t presGnt this CotlT.littee is formally nominated by tho Cc:i!uncil of Ministors 

on the basis of names subnitted by national governments. The procedure for 

the compilation of those lists varies from country to country, but in all 

cases the members consist of ~epresentatives of interest groups: farmers' 

organisations, industry, the trade unions, the professions and so on. The 

CoL~:1ittGe 1 which consists cf 101 of those rcprescll1tctivos, hcs no rie;ht of 

initiative. It can only formulate an opinion about proposed legislation if 

it is asked to do so. Like the EuropGan Parliament its opinions aro not 

necessarily token into a~count by the Council: their importance in terms 

of influence upon ultiEJatc decision is generally slight. 

Huch could certainly bG done to ranko the Economic and Social Gomni ttee 

a more meaningful body. Thora is no very good reason for instance 1<1hy thG 

national governments and the Council should continue to dGtorminG its 

membership. This function c~uld more properly be performGd by the Cm:nunity

lovel interest groups ( 1<1hich no~r exist for virtually all tl1e LJajor catee;ories 

coverod by the Co •. ;nitteG 1 s present membership) who could propose nembers to the 

Commission. At thG same time the Conll:Jittee should automc.tically be consulted 

on issues concerning ths econ[)]:Jic union. It is a :matter for discussion whether 
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its powers in this respect should be upgraded to parallel those proposed for the 

Parliament. This, at all events, is not an immediate issue, 

The composition and method of election of the Parliament is, in contrast, a 

matter of the utmost importance, It has already been suggested that the powers 

of this body should be very substantially increased over a period of time, and 

that this can be done in a series of stages. In order to perform these functions 

effectively, however, it is vital that the Parliament should be a body truly 

representative of the· citizens of the Community. At present it cannot claim to 

be this. This is not so much due to the fact of it being an indirectly-elected 

body, but rather because several of the national parliaments have rigged their 

system of electing members to it to exclude extreme parties, and in particular 

the Communists. In this way ~bout a quarter of the French and Italian electorate 

is in practice disenfranchised: they have no representation in the European 

Parliament, 

The existing treaties already in fact make provision for the introduction of 

direct elections to the Community Parliament. No timetable has been laid down, 

however, for such elections and agreement on the details has first to be reached 

by the Council of Ministers and then ratified iri each member country. As long 

ago as 1960 the European Parliament itself drew up a draft Convention providing 

for a two-stage phased introduction of direct elections. In the first stage, 

which it was suggested should correspond to the transition period of the EEC, the 

membership of the Parliament would be raised to 426 members, two thirds of whom 

would be directly elected, the remaining third to be nominated (as at present) by 

the national parliaments. Beyond the transition stage all the members would be 

directly elected, During the first of the two stages the elections would be held 

according to the· respective electoral systems of the six countries: subsequently 

the aim would be to have an electoral procedure 'as uniform as possible' through

out the Community. 

The proposal was duly transmitted to the Council of Ministers, since which 

time nothing further has been heard about it, From time to time individual 

national parliaments or governments seek to reinstate the problem on the agenda of 

the Community, but in the present situation it is clear that there would be 

fierce opposition from the French government - not to say some hesitation on the 

part of others - to take such a step. 

Direct elections nevertheless remain a crucial element in the future 

institutional development of the Community. Once they were instituted it would 

not only greatly reinforce the authority of the Parliament, and indirectly the 

Commission, and at the same time provide one channel of direct involvement in the 

affairs of the Community for the individual citizen, but would also trigger off 

a series of other developments, At present, for instance, the political parties 

in the six countries are still essentially circumscribed by their national 

boundaries, A number of them - the socialists, christian democrats and liberals, 

for instance - do have an increasing network of trans-national links, and within 
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the European Parliament they are organised in party groups rather than in purely 

national delegations, Nevertheless, the amount of feedback from these European 

activities into the daily life of the national parties is extremely limited, 

This is entirely understandable because they remain basically_ organisations for 

the mobilisation of support in a purely national context, and the prizes they 

offer to their members and supporters are still almost exclusively to be found 

in the national political arena. In this way they are much more firmly bound 

into the national state than interest groups, ;1hose Community-level structures 

are now considerably more advanced than those of the parties. 

The institution of direct elections to a European Parliament is the only way 

in which this situation could be changed, 

that by themselves· direct elections might 

It is nevertheless generally agreed 

have only a slight impact unless at 

the same time the powers of the European Parliament were increased. Unless this 

body is seen to exercise some real influence o~ policy-makli1g it will attract 

little attention either on the part of the politicians - who, understandably, 

tend to gravitate to where power lies - or the citizens in the Community at 

large. 

The two reforms, therefore, must necessarily form part of the same package of 

reform, One can in fact envisage a number of items for such a package - the 

institution of a partial system of direct elections, the inclusion of the 

parliament in the nomination process for the members of the Commission, and an 

upgrading of its role in legislation, A further refinement would be to introduce 

a greater degree of flexibility into the arrangements for the institutional 

development of the Community. At the moment any substantial change can only be 

effected through the cumbersome procedure of unanimous agreement in the Council 

of Ministers follwed by national ratification. This is in part justified, how

ever, by the absence on the Community level of a truly representative parliament

ary body, Once this had been created, it would be advantageous to allow at least 

certain future institutional changes to be decided by the Community institutions 

themselves, A special procedure could be worked out for this, following one of 

the models for the enactment of legislation that has already been suggested, 

At the same time it would be worth considering if some degree of automaticity, 

or at least a time-table element, could be built into the structure on the 

pattern of the arrangements for the achievement of the customs union which were 

written into the Rome treaty. A definite date could, for instance, be set up 

for the introduction of full-scale direct elections, at which point the 

Parliament would automatically acquire the right to nominate a certain number of 

the members of the Commission (see Table I), and when also ~ts confirmatory vote 

would be required for all legislation lying (for instance) in the sphere of the 

economic union. 

The aim of the first stage of an institutional transition period, in short, 

would be to build up the authority of the Community elements in the institutional 

structure to a level at which they participated on equal terms with the national 
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governments in the decision-making process, Beyond that, in a second stage, the 

aims would be to give them a predominant role, Before moving on to this second 

stage ~ which would involve the nomination of members of the Commission by the 

Parliament, and its acquisition of a commanding position in the legislative process, 

it could be arranged that a new treaty would be required; thus giving national 

parliaments the ultimate say in determining the pace of the Co~~unity's in

stitutional evolution, 

Such a development, however, clearly belongs to the relatively remote future, 

In the meantime the fundamental problem is to work towards a situation in which 

the first steps can be taken, In this context it may well be that the crucial 

factor in the situation will be provided by the problem of financing the Community, 

So often in the past the need for money on the part of the ruler has been the 

lever by <rhich assemblies have been able to increase their own authority, Today 

the Community is financed very largely by national governments from their own 

budgets. Already, however, part of its resources come directly from the proceeds 

of the agricultural levies collected on imported foodstuffs. There is also a 

provision in the EEC treaty (Article 201) that the Commission shall make proposals 

with regard to it becoming self-financing from the proceeds of the external 

tariff, once that is in operation, That situation has now been reached, and the 

Commission has in fact already made one attempt- in 1965 - to persuade the 

Council to adopt the measure foreseen in the treaty, That attempt failed, but 

the case for implementing that part of the treaty has now become much stronger, 

not least because as long as the member states themselves pocket the proceeds of 

the external tariff there has in any case to be some method of sharing out its 

proceeds among them, 

Another aspect of this matter is that the member governments are now under 

growing pressure to pool their resources to ensure an effective and concerted 

effort in the field of the new technology, If they are to do this, however, 

they will havo to increase their contributions to the Community budget, Although 

at present this repres12mts only a small fraction of their national expenditure 

any expansion of the Community's role will tend to increase it, and therefore 

raise in any increasingly acute form the problem of budgetary control. National 

parliaments will find that more and more of their constituents' taxes are being 

diverted to purposes over which they have virtually no possibility to exercise 

their traditional functions. This problem of large sums of money escaping their 

scrutiny would become substantially greater were tho governments, for their part, 

to agree to the direct financing of the Cow~unity 1 s activities from the proceeds 

of the common external tariff. 

A convorgpnce of pressures from a number of different directions is there

fore likely to create eventually a situation in which national governments will 

be forced to reconsider their attitude to the present institutional arrangements 

within the Community. This day could be materially hastened if more of the 

national parliaments were to follow the lead already given by the Dutch and German 
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assemblies who have made it clear, in the context of the discussions about the 

financing of the common agricultural policy, that they will not agree to the 

proceeds of the levies going directly into the Community treasury unless measures 

are taken at the same time to ensure effective parliamentary control at the 

Community level of their use. For the time being the national governments have 

been able to skirt this problem by agreeing to keep 10% of these receipts in 

their own hands, but the future of these financial arrangements remains on the 

agenda, and sooner or later a definitive solution will have to be found, 

It is not difficult therefore to envisage a situation arising in which 

national assemblies, if they so chose, would be able to exert a decisive impact 

on the future of the Communityls institutional development. As it is, the 

member governments of the Community have undertaken a fusion of the existing 

treaties t?ithin a period of three years from July 1967 (when the executives were 

merged) and any new treaty will require ratification at the national level. It 

may be that, in the present situation, the merger will be delayed, There are 

now an increasing number of issues of which this is true, but once the log-jam 

breaks, the Community will not be able to go much further without facing these 

budgetary and institutional problems, 

From the point of view of potential new members of the Community these 

problems have to be faced too, There can be no doubt that were Britain and 

several other countries to be admitted into the Community with its existing in

stitutions, the whole process of arriving at decisions would become much more 

difficult. Around tho Council of Vdnisters 1 table the spread of interest to be 

reconciled would be much greater, and it would almost certainly be necessary to 

maintain the Commission at its present size of 14 members (as opposed to the 

original nine members of the E1C Commission). As recent experience has shown a 

body of this size is in itself a much less effective organ for decision making 

than its smaller pr0decessor, 
In th0 perspective of an enlarged Community it is thGrefore all the mor0 

necessary to envisage a strengthening of the institutions on the lines that 

have been sugg0sted, From the British point of view this would certainly be 

opposed by those who cling to the notion of national sovereignty. On the other 

hand it would offer a solution both to the problem of ensuring that extension of 

the Community did not result in immobility or impotence, and also that of the 

present weakness of the parliamentary element within the GXisting structure, 

Although some of the criticisms that have be0n made abou~ the bureaucratic nature 

of the pr0sent Community go too far, it is true that the present situation is 

unsatisfactory from this point of view. The strong British attachment to effective 

yet democratic government could do much to correct the current imbalance between 

executive and parliament in the Community, It is therefore all the more 

important that we should clarify our minds about the problems to be faced, and 

the solutions to be offered, before we join, Constructive thinking on this side 

of the Channel about thesG issues could do much to encourage those within the 
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Community who are concerned about them, and convince them that British entry 

would reinforce, rather than debilitate, the structure on which they have placed 

their hopes. 

R.P. 
June, 1968 
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I TOHARDS A POLITICAL CO!"li'!UNITY OF EUROPE 

The European Community is in a state of crisis, Externally, the crisis 

is exemplified in President de Gaulle 1 s now familiar stance of barring-· 

on increasingly implausible pretexts ""' entry to Britain and the other appli

cant countries, Internally, the crisis is pethaps even more insidious as 

paralysis creeps over the Community. 

Undoubtedly the destinies of the six Community countries are more 

closely intertwined than·a decade ago, and in a manner inconceivable 20 

or 30 years ago. There are close and continuing links.between their min

isters, parliamentarians and officials; more important, their bnsine ssmen, 

industrialists' trade unionists' school teachers and many other professions 

are increasingly thinking and acting within a wider European framework; 

most important of all, the age-old suspicions between the peoples themselves

and.especially among the younger generations- are being gradually replaced 

by a new sense of European identity, though it is arguable how much this 

trend has been slowed down or even reversed by the resurgent nationalist 

sentiment of recent years, 

But there is a long way to go towards that 1ever-closer union of the 

peoples of Europe I sought in the preamble to the Rome Treaty, 

Customs Union: there is a customs union of the Six, completed in essentials 

last July, but the completion of the necessarily concorrnnitant trade and 

transport policies is fraught with political difficulties. The common agricul

tural policy is threatened with collapse barely before it has fully entered 

into force, The customs union will no doubt survive, and the worst imbalances 

of the agricultural system remedied, but probably be means based more on 

national than Community lines. The irony of the situation in this field is 

that any fundamental restructuring of c~~unity agricultUre should concen

trate production where it is most economic - which in large measure means , 
in France, Such is the mistrust between the six governments and such the 

degree of retreat into national egoism ~ with France in the lead - that 

this prospect of cheaper food for the European consumer is unlikely to be 

soon achieved, 
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Economic Union: continuation of the present deadlock can only result in a 

further running down of momentum, No doub-t certain technical agreements 

are possible in various fields, But tj:pre is noH little hope of coherent 

and adequate Community prograrmnos emerging for industrial structures, 

regional develop!'lent, technology, international monetary policy, company laH, 

patents, or possibly even for the elimination of fiscal and other non

tariff barriers to trade betHeen the Six, The risk is great that, failing 

progress in these fields, the customs union Hill be crippled at birth, 

The danger is, indeed, that the present trend toHards building up great in

dustrial fiefs on purely national lines - in motors, petroleum, aircraft, 

etc. - Hill nullify the attempts to form a true common market, This could 

be fatal to any hopes of meeting the American challenge, 

Political unio·n: of this '"e see no sign 

Four crucial historical factors underlie the present crisis, 

1, The dimensional question 

Without cavilling aver the past, and certainly not agreeing Hith those Hho 

argue that Britain is paying for past errors - for llll Europe is paying -

He must reco·gnise that Britain is essential to European unity. We must 

recognise too that Britain has changed and is changing still, In 1950 she 

Has still dazzled by the afterglow of empire; noH her vision is clearer, 

Inside Europe, Britain could contribute an important - indeed vital -

industrial, technological, cultural and political doHry, Only inside 

Europe can Britain avoid becoming a Trojan horse, or, in a more modern idiom, 

an assault carrier for an inevitable American occu~~tion of Europe, Only 

Hith Britain inside can the Community achieve the economic and political 

balance essentilll for its future, or strength to match the super-poHers, 

2, The institutional cuestion 

Institutional Heakness is one of .the causes of our present discontents 

the currently unHiGldy commission of reduced political force, the in

effectiveness of the European Parliament, the lack of democratic control 

over the Council of Ministers, But stronger institutions are no ansHCr 

to lack of political Hill, and too rigid a frameHork could be as much a 

danger as too loose a one, 

3. The ido ological qUestion 

The Rome Treaty relied too much on the hope that competition across fron

tiers HOUld reshape the national. economies to fill the dimension of the 

Common market, True, the need Has to break doHU outHorn attitudes, prac

tices, interests and barriers, and for that a fairly heRvy weapon was need

ed, For this 1destructive 1 process too it was possible to set a timetable, 

Now, the need is for constructive tlllents to build up concerted policies to 

develop industry, technology and society itself to fit the new pattern of 
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Europe. To do this to a timetable is less easy, above nll when given. 

the pace of technological change, Europe must establish its economic, 

political and social prograroraes on agreed principles and with precise 

aims, but at the same time incorpor~ting the ability to amend the aims 

ahd the means in the light of developments. 

4, The democratic question 

Perhaps the most depressing aspect of the present Community system is the 

lack of popular appeal, The failure to enlist the peoples of the Six 

is a critical weakness, but it reflects the parallel discontent with 

governmental structures within the national states, Government from 

Paris, London or Rome seems· remote enough to the average citizen, and 

·as long as the Common Market appears to most Coinrnunity citizens as an 

even more remote group of anonymous officials in Brussels, and as long 

as common policies appear to Jnean low incomes for farmers, high food 

prices for consumers, unemploymcmt for miners, or regional decline, then 

European unification will have little appeal to the average citizen, 

A new road forward 

Because of the veto right enshrined in the Ror.1e Treaty and its unrelcmt

ing exploitation by the Gaullist government to block both enlargement 

of the Community and its internal integration, little immediate progress 

con be expected of the present economic Communities, The one veto pro

vokes others and a chain reaction of negativism results, So we must move 

forward in other fields. Just as .British rigidity in 1955 prevented 

the emergence of a wider European unity emerging then, so French intran

sigence today threatens both further advance and, through the chain reac

tion effect, even the full exploitation of what has already been achiev

ed, For these reasons we have no choice but to seek a new road forward 

to pull Europe out of its morass, 

Certain fields of action are wholly or partially blocked by.being re

served to the Rome and Paris Treaties. I-t is right that what exists -should 

be preservGd as much as possible, and so we must t~rn to other fields -

foreign policy, defence, cultural rela.tions - and to the monetary and tech

nological fields which are logically though not teXtually wholly within 

the Connnunityframework means that little progress will be a.chieved, and 

what is achieved will be only partially European - and only partially 

effective, To try to limit these matters to the existing Communities -

assuming tha.t the six could themselves agree on wha.t to do - would in

evitably exclude Britain and the Scandinavians; to deal with them in a 

wider fra.'llework need exclude no one, for France will have freedom of choice, 

whether or not to take part, 

The time has now come therefore to build a political Connnunity modelled 

on the successful aspects of the existing Communities, and one which, when 

the time is favourable, can be merged with the three existing Communities, 
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An element. ~socntinl t;o thi.B ~)lit.:U-)(11_ 0()1i1Tm.mity j.s _t.h.q :::upi.-nna.tic-.nol principle 

not adequately entrenched in the Rome and Paris Treaties. 

The political community of Europe 

To point the way forward in the· political field is less easy than in the 

economic field, for there are no easily discernible 1customs barriers 1 to 

break down between the nation states and one is immediately faced with the 

sort of problems which, after ten years of tariff dismantll:JC.nt, the Community 

of Six now faces in more complex fields of economic, financial and indus

trial policy, For this very reason, it.is all the more essential to spell 

out the aims at the beginning, setting a 10-12 year timetable wherein the 

basic framework of a politically integrnted Europe can be achieved, 

The tripar-tite diviaion of Council, Commission and Parliament (plus, 

of course, a separated Court of Justice) should be retained, but with signifi

cant changes from the present division of powers and functions. 

It would be essential that all policies agreed are submitted to demo

cratic control, with all decisions by the Council subject to parliamentary 

ratification and with parliamentary review also of the adrrl.nistrative decisions· 

delegated to the Commission, Full televis:ion and radio coverage of parliamen

tary sessions should be provided in all member countries, while access for 

the public, press and broadcastL~g to parliamentary committees should be 

guaranteed, 

Representative Government 

The regional element is essential to a political Community, Throughout 

Western Europe the increasing centralisation of ·the nation state is under 

attack, especially where the states - the United Kingdom, France, Belgiom, 

Italy, - themselves include more than·one distinct linguistic or cultural 

groups, 

The answer to the complexity of modern society and government is not 

to be found in the 1abolition 1 of govern~ent, whether through the simplist 

propositions of the anarchic left or of the extreme laissez-faire right, 

Present circumstances demand, on the one hand, the unification of Europe 

(and other nnjor world regions) and, on the other, the devolution of much 

social and economic decision-making to the regions, giving a tripartite 

Community structure: regional, national and European, What is needed is a 

radical reappraisal of the structure of the state as it has developed ir\ 

Europe in the past two hundred years, for existing strnctures ce,n no long

er cope with the demands of our age, 

Immediate steps towards the construction of the political cormnunity 

, of Europe can only be taken by the national states, Internally, devolution 

is already under way, Internationally, the proposals put forward should in

clude clearly defined areas in which progress could now take place, in a 

packege to include the development of common policies in the fields of 
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technology, currency, foreign affairs and defence, . on lines' elaborated later 

in this document, It is essential that, from the beginning, a timetable 

· is agreed for the transitional stages towar(ls full competence ·of its author

ity in each of its fields of competence, and ]lc'1rt~cularly the stage at which 

the qualified majority voting rule applies. 

Fairly g;ubstantial financial resources would, in due course, have to be 

at the disposal of the new authority to finance the activities of the 

projected technological community, the European defence.organisation; and 

external trade and aid activities with both Eastern Europe and the 

under-developed regions of the world, 
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II A TEC!-DJOLOGICAL COHHlFH'fY 

One field where the Comuon Market has so far failed completely is 

in tackling .the problems associated with the 'technological gap 1 be

t;reen Europe and the U .s.A. There is no longer any doubt that the· 

gap exists and it appears still to be c;rowing despite increased efforts 

in Western Europe to meet the. challenge, 

The gap does not seriousl>r affect living standards in Europe 9 But 

it results in American control of an inCl"Gasing proportion of the fast

est-gro;ring most advanced branches of industry, and also in the brain

drain - not only to the USA but also to funerican subsidiaries in Europe. 

Howeve:c beneficial some of the immedin.te economic ·effects - the import. 

of kn0i1how, mode:misation of management and production methods - the 

implications for t.he future are alarm:Lng. 1rJhen i1r. Harold Wilson said 

Europe wonld be condemned to an industrial helotry his languaee may 

have been colourful but in c, t;rentieth cem1!ry context not inaccurate~ 

There are many reasons for this state of affairs. Some, chiefly 

educational and sociological, e.g. low numbe1·s in higher education, un

willingness to accept change, are undoubtedly extremely important and 

lie c.t the root of the matter, but even uith immeditlte action n01.-r it 

is clear that they can only be transformed over c. period of many years. 

Others, more tcchlilcal, sU:cJ1 as nethods or diffusion of neH techniques 

and managment attitudes in general, are already being tackled, though 

not often enough at t.'1e European level, and much is bdng learnt and 

applied. 

Size - not as a panacea but as aa indispensable rxn·t of any solu

tion - is still however the biggest immediate factor. And it is unfor

tunately the case that despite nearly t;ro decades of endeavour in Eur

ope - and particularly amongst the Six - to remove the claustrophobic 

effects of national frontiers on industrY, the Americans still invar

iably have the advantac;e in size. Even 11here European integration has 

gone farthest - in enlarging the markets - the Americans retain the ad

vantage, though the mergine; of the EEC and EFTA would give Europe a 

market approaching theP.llv:-cchasing p01orer of the U.S. market itself. 

Yet the enlargement of the nnrket - Europe 1 s major achievement -

is still in practice, and particularly for advanced technology, more 

apparent than real. This is because 'buy national' policies based 

larG61Y on public procurement, remain in force almost every;rhere. 

Equally serious is the fact that the existence of the bigGE3r mar

ket in Europe has done little or nothing to stimv_late the creation of 

much large.r European corapa~iies, equal in size to their American com

petitors. Once again the Americans have been nore successful in crea-
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ting single companies \?hich sta'1d astride Europe 1 s myriad fiscal, legal 

and other frontiers than the Europeans themselves, However, though 

fiscal and legal barriers deter companies from combining across fron

tiers, for the larne firms in Europe, or those \?ith a key role, the 

chief obstacle is in reality political. Governments too often actively 

discourage, sometimes even prevent European mergers and seek national 

ones instead. Not only is this frequently in conflict uith commercial 

and industrial advantage, it also perpetuates many invisible rmtional 

frontiers, renders subsequent Europemo mergers more difficUlt, and re

sUlts in units which uhile dominant in a national . context, are still 

too small to face world-wide competition, 

The biggest single disparity houeve:c is betHeen the size of gov

el'!lment support for Research and Develo1~ent in Europe and United 

States federal expenditure on Research and Development. Lacking a 

federal governrJent, EUrope of course has no equiwtlent to this, Not 

only does the U,S, government contribute a higher pr6ptcTtion (about 

hro-thirds) ·i;o total American R and D expenditure than any European gov

ernment - only France comes near it - but the actual amount provided 

is ~rell over four tir.Jes the sum made avc.ilable for all R. and D. pur

poses by·European governments individually, (u.s. government about 

$14 billion out of ~21 billion all sources 1964; H. Europe governments 

about ~3billion out of :t6,J billion) It is uorth adding that U.S. gov

ernment firmnced R. and D, is far more concentrated on a feu sectors -

space, nuclear, av:i.o:i;ion, electror>ics; and that fur more R, and D. is 

carried out directly through industry than in Europe where gaveJnment 

institutes are common. 

ELDO, ESRO, CEH.H, tHe Concorde and similar projects are all at

tempts to face this American dominance; Euro:0om too, though conceived 

in a different context, Britain has houever nw effectively uithdrawn 

from both ELDO 1 s and CER!'l' s future activity, and Italy from ESRO' s. 

Euratom's conunon research programme is in practice in addition to, not 

instead of, national programmes and though the Six have spent almost 

as r.mch (and proportionately more) on civil nuclear research ·as the 

U,S.A., the Community has plans to build only one-tenth of the nuclear 

power capacity currently on order in the U.S.A. 

Though the French backed out of the Angle-French variable geometry 

plane and both British and French govermnents uished at different times 

to abandon the Concorde, Anglo-French aircraft co-ope1·ation looks like 

succeeding with bo'Gh the Concorde and the Jac;uar. 

Successes like these are however rare and .even they can be no more 

than holding operations, at best preparations for a permanent association 
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in the future, Agreements on ad hoc projects or institutions limited 

to one sector, are hamstrung by the conflicting requ~ements of keeping 

costs down while providing sufficient inventive to member countries in 

the form of contracts for them to wish to continue as members. Always 

dependent on governments for funds, permanently exposed to the tempta

tions for their members to turn to cheaper American knowhow or material, 

such joint undertakings are con~mtly uncertain for their future. 

Only a conscious and imaginative effort on a European scale can 

put our continent back into the technological race, A Technological 

Pool is required to cover all joint projects and provide the possibility 

for all member countries to take fair shares out of a larger cake without 

each needing to participate in all projects. Membership should be perman

ent, funds should be assured if possible through an independent source of 

revenue, but at the very least (perhaps initially) by five-year rolling 

budgets, The Executive shoP.ld be responsible to a European parliament 

and its decisions subject to approval by qualified majority vote of mem

bers governments, 

A Pool of this sort would not be exempt from national rivalries, 

but the wider scope of the agreement would provide greater possibilities 

for package deals - source of most progress in the EEC. Freed from the 

requirement to split every contract into numerous national shares, projects 

could become more economic, 

The Executive could also exploit the Pool to tackle some of the areas 

hardly touched at present, for example, oceanology where the successful 

exploitation of vast undersea resources will be directly related to the 

scale of research and development finance available, It c_ould deliberate

ly encourage the creation of European consortia by refusing to grant major 

contracts to companies where only one country was represented, It oould 

centralise vork on the adoption of common standards - important for com

puters; stimulate rapid diffusion of new innovations; act as intermediary 

to bring together prospective partners "in different cmm1ries, 

Lastly, and above all, it.,could tackle the deep-rooted practice of 'buy 

national' policies, replacing these by 'buy European 1 agreements. Joint pro

curement agreements in which, for example, publicly-ovned electricity author

ities in Europe would standardise on a very few unclear reactors developed 

by common consortia would provide Europe's nuclear construction companies 

with the strong home base from which to compete on world markets vith the 

Americans. The same is true wherever the government, public authorities or 

corporations are the main consumer, for example, aircraft and telecommunica

tions and to a lesser extent computers. Orders for a wide range of advanced 

military equipment should also be co-ordinated in this framevork, Once agajn 

agreement would be easier in a larger context than if each sector were to be 
negotiated separately, 

., 
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III SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AHD HIGHER EDUCATION 

No plans for technology can ignore the importance .of scientific re

search, T9o often Europe 1s efforts in this field are fragmented and com

petitive instead of co-ordinated and complementary, A European Foundation 

for Science and Education could help co-ordinate research, keep records of 

current scientific activities, encourage interchange of information and 

personnel and advise governments on_ science policy. 

Linked to such a foundation a number of speCialized institutes should 

be set up for advance research and teaching, c1osely in touch with each 

other and with industry, 

As pointed out earlier, the general level of education in society is 

a key factor in the development and application of new techniQues. In 

this respect Europe is far behind the USA where over 2o% of the 20--24 age 

group obtain first degrees - and far more attend university - compared with 

10% or less in most European countries. The European Foundation for Science 

and Education should be called on to assess the consequences and to under

line the urgency for action greatly to increase the numbers in higher educa

tion in Europe, 

Another function of this Foundation should be to carry out research in

to education with a view to harmonization of methods and raising of standnr& 

and to actively encourage far more exrch.anges ofpupils; students, and staff 

between schools and universities, 

A further field of research for the Foundation in conjunction with the 

EED would be the_ harmonization of trade and professional qualifications, 

IV MONETARY POLICY 

More than any other continent, Europe depends for its lifeblood on world 

trade, Taken together, and excluding trade amonst themselves, the Six Common 

Market countries buy more and sell more to the rest of the world than any other 

country or group of countries, With Britain and the other would.:.be members 

in the EED, the enlarged group would be far and away the world's most important 

trading p:.wer,. Its interest in maintaining world economic and monetary stab

ility would be overriding, 

On the one major occasion when the Common Market has acted as a single 

negotiating unit - in the Kennedy Round - the effect was to make possible one cf 

the_ most important agreements for the development and consolidation of free and 

fa:i:r trade s_ince the Great Depression of the thirties, The Kennedy Round would 

never even have been proposed had the EEC not existed; it would probably not 

have succeeded, and surely not produced so many American concessions if Europe 
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had not been able to speak for the most ~~rt with a strong and united voice, 

The Kennedy Round was primarily of benefit to the rich developed countries 

and the .real negotiation on the problems of the 

tended to take place at the UNCTAD conference, 

developing countries was in

But on this occasion the EEC, 

still less the rest of Europe, failed miserably to. speak with one voice, 

Tragically the opportunity to create a coherent trade and n.id policy t01,rards 

the developing countries was lost, Success here wili probably only be 

possillile when the European countries can overcome their rivalries and differ

ences caused by divergent policies in the past, 

The contrast between the key role which her wealth and capacities have 

given Europe and her inability to play this role because of her own divisions 

is nowhere more striking than in monetary policy, ·The EEC countries together 

hold more gold and currency reserves than any country in the world, Yet 

Europe I s nearest equivalent to a common currency is the Eur o-1'lollar -

American dollars held in Europe; and the dollar of course remains the world 1s 

major reserve and trading currency, 

In recent years almost all the increase in world monetary reserves has 

come from the dollar, Growing concern at the low level of reserves has led 

successively to a niunber of bilateral and multilateral agreements (swaps, 

etc,) between central banks to make better use of existing reserves, and in 

1968 to the adoption of the new Special Drawing Rights system and the new 

two-tier gold price, 'rhese are effectively alternatives to the French propos

als for doubling the gold price, and steps toward·s the abandonment of gold as 

a source of new liquidity, More recently still, with the Basle agreement 

between members of the Bank of International Settlements guaranteeing medium

term~credit facilities to underwrite sterling, the world's second reserve 

currency has been blocked at best at its present level and in effect been 

transformed into a forc1 o;f' international reserve holding, 

As a result the world seems to be in what may be a long transitional 

stage between the gold standard and the development of an internationally 

controlled reserve unit, With the dollar the only dynamic source of new 

liquidity, this stage is equivalent to being on a dollar standard, It is a 

system which is dangerously unbalanced not only because the rest of the world, 

including Europe. with its great dependGnce on trade and the means of financing 

it, has less influence than it might wish over the conditions in which new 

money is created, but also becuase it weakens the external constraints on 

US monetary policy and can therefore be harmful for the American economy too, 

It is of course feasible to return to gold though this would be a very 

arbitrary solution, S!ort of a new international solution, the creation of 

a European reserve unit leading to a European Monetary Union would seem muoh 
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more promising. A corrunon European currency will in any case be necessary 

when full economic union is achieved in Europe.. As a first step towards 

this, a common reserve fund could be set up, backed by Europe 1s vast econo

mic potential and its large reserves, The creation of such a fund with its 

own reserve units - Europas - is not only logical within the context of 

European economic integration, it would also provide a counterweight to the 

dollar in the interest of both American and world monetary stability and 

could become a source of new liquidity and a stimulus to trade. 

Action to create a European reserve fund is unlikely amongst the EEC 

member countries if only because of known differences of opinion on world 

monetary policy, On the other hand it is not necessary to await enlargement 

of the EEC to take the first steps. The Basle agreements in which European 

central banks, though not at present the French, are amongst the most im

portant participants, already provide the basis. The European bankers pre

sent medium-term backing for sterling could be transferred into a permanent 

arrangement as the nucleus for a common fund which would grow as an increas

ing proportion of reserves of member countries were converted by stage'S into 

the new units. 

Backed by the collective national reserves and the common fund, the nation

alcurrencies of member countries would all gain in credit-worthiness. 

The considerable proportion of world trade financed in sterling - until recently 

about 25% of all international - might thus be maintained, 1-fnen national 

currencies. were merged this trade could then be switched without difficulty 

into the new common currency, Benefits would accrue to the fund member 

countries from the increased banking activities.liruced to the operation 

of a major reserve and tradir~ currency, 

The creation of the new reserve unit would need to be followed by comrnon 

agreement on balance of payments policies because reserves, and hence the new 

unit, would be used to finance balance of payments deficits, Agreement on a 

reserve fund could thus become a means of stimulating further economic union 

providing the indispensable solidarity and common interest in mutual pros

perity for the lack of which progress towards economic union is at present 

so painfully slow. 

It would probably not be enough for such a common policy to rely on 

deflation alone and devaluation would have grave disadvantages both within 

Europe and world wide. A system of import quotas or surcharges, or exchange 

control would be in conflict both with EEC and international undertakings. 

-An alternative policy ,,;ould provide for three stages indealing with a 

balance of payments deficit, In the short rLm, a policy of deflation should 

first be tried. If after, say, six months. the problem is not.resolved, the 

next step should be a fiscal one relflting directly t.o ext.ernrLl tr,de and 
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payments. This would take the form of an export subsidy combined with an 

iiiiport surcharge at a uniform rate across tre whole external trade of a 

deficit country. A surplus country would similiarly undertake to apply 

import subsidies and export taxes. 

Only if after a number of years these measures fail to correct the im

balance, would dooluation or revaluation of a national currency be adopted 

by agreement. 

The proposed fiscal measures have obvious advantages. By being eeneral, 

across the board, they would cause little economic distortion and be easily 

administered. As they would act equally on exports and imports, they would 

have little effect on the general level of interndional trade. In terms 

of practical politics, they might well become internationally acceptable. 

Already Britain has resorted to ,imp?rt surcharges and export subsidies; 

America has expressed a desire to impose an import surcharge to deal with her 

balance of payments deficit; and Erance has now applied export subsidies 

together with import nuotas. The'se substantial precedents indicate that 

wide agreement for the introduction mf such a system might be secured. 

V EUROPE - DETENTE AND DEFENCE 

The Soviet occup~tion of Czechoslovakia, unlike the previous acts of 

Soviet repression, is a frightened reaction by her present rulers to the 

crumbling of unity mid the passi~g of the· monolithic solidarity of the 

communist world. Temporarily this will delay the growing detente be.tween 

East and .West, but account will soon have to be taken of the rifts and changes 

affecting existing alliances. 

Two significant developments in international affairs have started to 

undermine the relative· stability of the post-war div.ision ·of the world be

tween the two dominant super-powers and their respective spheres of influence. 

The first is that overwhelming military power and possession of nuclear 

weapons no longer guarantees unqc:<;>stioning compliance by smaller nations sub

jected to pressure by the sup!'lr powers. The American failure to 11win11 · the 

war in Vietnam, ·and the growing res~ntment of eastern-European satellites 

against the contining Soviet domination are introducing instability into the 

rigid structure of the two-power blocks. 

The second development, eveh ~;ore far-reaching in its likely conse~uences, 

is that the present organisation of the nation states is being increasingly 

questioned by the mass of ordinary citizens. In eastern Europe the Yugoslav 

experiment with the decentralisation of state power, the Rumanian assertion 

of. national self-determination, andthe Czechoslovak efforts at liberalisatioh, 

are all responses to growing pressure by the population for greater control 
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of their own affairs, and .a more ~tiQ&l attitude about their hitherto 

rigid and doctrinaire social and economic systems. 

In the west, disillusionment with traditional party politics and a grow

ing questioning of the way our societies are governed, have been highlighted 

by the growing student unrest, by the May crisis in France and growth of 

separatist sentiments throughout Europe, Whilst these events have been 

symptoms of a malaise of modern society, its cure is not yet obvious, nor 

has uny coherence emorged in the many remedies which are ·being suggested, 

For relations between European counnes, both of these developments could, 

however, have profound effects and permit hitherto unexpected changes, 

The division of.' Germany, has been the primary NlUle of tension in 

our continent since the end of the war, In spite of the passage of time, 

the fear of a 11revanchist 11 Germany is still one which dominates the foreign 

policies of the eastern block. In the west, the German Federal Republic 

has been fully accepted as an equal partner in the Western Alliance par

ticularly as successive German Governments have sh<JI.m a willingness to 

subordinate national self-determination to the concept of a western Eur

opean union, German statesmen reco[\!1ize that reunification of their country 

is not practical politics, except in the context of a united Europe, within 

which none of the member countries asswnes a dominant role. Thus Eastern 

European fears would be all~ed and progress made towards the ultimate 

goal of reunification, 

It is for these reasons, that an independent but neutral Germany would 

not be accpetable either in the east or the west, Whilst such a Germany 

would pose no military threat, the economic potential of a united Germany 

would soon make her the most powerful state in Europe, 

Arising from this, md the slo;1 but definite loosening of ties between 

eastern Europea-'1 countries and Russia, a common strategy for a detente 

between the two halves of Europe suggests itself, In the first place, to 

allay fears amongst Communist countries, there needs to be an explicit 

declaration by the western European allies of non-interference in the affairs 

of all their 

government, 

many by the 

eastern European neighbours ,ani .acceptance of their systems of 

this should lead to the official rcccc.nition of eastern Ger-
• 

West, Indeed, the ostracism of the DDR may well have impeded lib-

eralisation of the 11 Stalinist11 complexion of its gov(Jrnement. 

Closer trade relations 

Secondly, the limited and discrL~inatory trade relationsEhould give 

way to a deliberate policy of the closest and most diversified commercial 

relations between the whole of eastern and western Europe, Because of the 

relative economic backwardness of the communist cotintries, and with the 

view to maximising trade relations, western Europe should seriously consider 
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the negotiation of long-term loans and credits for joint projects in the 

communist countries on commercial terms, Coupled with this, a massive 

programme of mutual exchanges of technical and-professional personnel would 

lead to the cross-fertilisation of practices and know-how, and consequently 

to a harmonisation of industrial standards and techniques. 

The significant fact about the capitalist and communist systems is 

that their respective organisations are undergoing changes which are bring

ing them closer together. The rigid central planning of economic activities 

in communist countries is giving way to a greater freedom of individual 

enterprises to compete 1dith each other, and their success is now measured 

by profitability based on criteria of the free market economy, In the 

west, economic planning has not only come to stay, but its sophisticated 

developments are increasingly encroaching upon the free play of market 

forces. 

It is therefore not inconceivable that, apart from the political 

differences between the two systems, the economic organisation of the two 

societies will in time grow very much more alike, Intensified trade and 

financial relations together with a massive interchange of !now-how is 

bound therefore to speed up this process and reduce the present divisions. 

A new look at defence 

In its train, this raises the issue of the defence policies of the 

western alliance, We caP.not indefinitely count on an American military pre

sence in Europe, There is growing American pressure for Western Europe 

to assume greater responsibility for her own defence in converttional arma

ments, and indeed for the NATO alliance to evolve into a more equal partner

ship between a unified European command structure on the one hand and the 

American forces in Europe on the other. 

Looking further ~head we must recognise that as long as American 

troops remain in Europe, the Russian military presence in eastern Europe 

is inevitable, It is possible, however, that given mutual defence guaran

tees by the two super powers their physical pre3ence in Europe could. in 

due time, be dispensed with. In the case of Russia, the additional secur-

ity would lie intho declaration of non-interference with eastern European 

systems referred to above, The fear of western Germany's independent military 

potential could be allayed by the resurrection of the European Defence 

Community, which would fully absorb national contingents within the merged 

western European defence forces, 

The stumbling block, however, would be the tactical nuclear capability 

now enjoyed by both Britain and France. There is no sign that Russia would 

be willing to entrust nuclear weapons to her European allies, The only 

-. 
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solution is the cleclaration nnd mutuol inspection· of'·o. prog•·esoively onlA.rging 

nuclear -free zone in Europe, which might ultimately mean the renunciation 

of nuclec,r weapons by both France and Britain in return for complete Soviet 

withdrawal from eastern Europe, and mutual nuclear guarantees to Europe by 

the two super powers. 

In the meantime, however, a definite start can he made by creating a 

western European defence organisation with a common defence staff in control 

of all national forces. One of its first tasks would be to set up a defence 

equipment procurement agency. The role of the orgnnisation would be two

fold: firstly, even without an American military presence, to give western 

Europe a viable conventioal deterrent against a Soviet military thrGat to 

any one member state; secondly, to give all Europe a guarantee against the 

unilateral use of force by any one member state against any of its neighbours, 

inside or outside the organisation. 

A number of pratical· measures might be adopted to allay fears of the 

eastern European countries. These could include the appointment of official 

eastern European observers, attached to the organisation, and their presence 

at military manoeuvrea. 

The time is now ripe for the whole of western Europe to re-examine their 

national fore~ and defence policies in the light of their common European 

security interests. The foregoing analysis suggests that their objectives 

in Europe are similar, and that a common policy of detente, friendship and 

cooperation with eastern Europe, might in the long run provide the basis 

far the reunification of the whole of our continent fron the Atlantic to 

the Russian border. 

VI A WORLD ROLE fOR EUROPE 

For the first tjjne for centuries Europe has ceased to be the spear

head for progress and the centre from which innovation, c~ture and 

modern civilisation had spread to the rest of the world. Since the 

last war, world leadership has passed into American and Soviet hands, 

whilst Europe, sapped of vitality, following two internQJine wars, has 

become the periphery of the two super powers facing each other across a 

border crudely drawn through· the middle of our continent. 

The rivalry and polarisation of power has tended to accentuate 

political and economic differences betHeen the two blocks and forced 

the majority of smaller countries to choose and align themselves with 

either America or the,Soviet union. This development has taken a par

ticularly acute form in Europe where deviation from unquestioning allegiance 

is regarded as casus belli by the protecting pO\,Ier. Thus Soviet suppress

ion of Czec:t1 independence is matched by American support of the totalitar

ian regime in Greece, and their respective actions are justified by 

• 
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over-riding strategic considerations. 

The effect of these developments has been that major decisions on 

questions of war an peace have become the exclusive concern of the super 

powers, and even the United.Nations has become completely ineffective 

and impotent except when backed jointly by the Soviet Union rud~erica. 

The last time this happened was when the two powers combined to stop the 

Angle-French adventure in Egypt in 1956. Thus although vi tally concerned 

Europe has had no say over such issues as the Middle East, Cuba, or Viet

nam, or indeed the whole question of nuclear rivalry and disarmament. At 

the same time however we are obliged to _:'pend vast proportions of our nation

al incomes on defending our respective sateilite status quo. 

It is true that individual European countries have made efforts to 

detach.themselves from poations of subservience, and both France and 

Jugoslavia have striven to develop independent foreign policies~ It must 

surely be cle~r, however, that-neither nation has the power or resources 

to stand alone and exert any significant influence on the future develop

ment of world affairs. Their policies of non-alignment have also had little 

effect in separating or lessening the military confrontation of the super 

powers. 

As long as Europe remains balkanised and divided with each individual 

country ineffectively trying to assert its national sovereignity and in~ 

dependence in its external relations, we will continue to remain impotent. 

By failing to accept a common European responsibility for defence and a 

Western technology, our future economicaod political development will 

continue to be determined in Washington and Moscow. 

Should we however choose to combine our vast economic resources and 

try to evolve a common foreign poli~y, we could change the balance of fOWOr 

in the world and regain an effective role for our continent. The aim within 

Europe must be to overcome the divisions between east and west and pursue 

a positive policy of detente leading to ever closer relations between 

Eastern and Western European countries. A European foreign policy should 

be directed at building a bridge between the two opposing super powers, and, 

by separating them, lessen the dangers of the existing military confrontation. 

The policy of detente does, of course, imply a corresponding reduction of 

armaments between Eastern and Western Europe. It would therefore conflict 

with the idea of building up an independent military potential and prevent 

Western Europe from evolving into another nuclear super power. Our com

bined strength and world influence wotud, howwer, find expression through 

the mobilisation and use of our common economic potential. 

Indeed the disproportionate expenditure on defence has meant that in-

-. 
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adequate resources have been made avc.ilo.ble for dec.ling with the real 

problems of the world, those of hunger, poverty and ignorance. The great

est danger to our peace and prosperity is the growing gap between advanced 

industrial countries and the underdeveloped regions of the world, Whilst 

the .rich nations have been spending anything between 5% and lo% of their 

national incomes on defence, hardly more than one% has been devoted by 

them to combating starvation and misery in the rest of the world, 

As the continent most dependent o~ external trade Europe has a unique 

incentive to reverse this trend, Our own economic prosperity will in the 

long run depend upon raising living standards in the rest of the world, 

and creating enlarged markets for trade, To achieve this requires a massive 

and co-ordinated programme of trade and assistance well beyond present levels 

to narr01.r the existing prosperity gap. 

Hitherto, trade, investment, grant nnd loan policies to the third 

world by ·European countries have been dictated by national economic and 

defence considerations and have concentrated on their colonial territories. 

Whilst an ever increasing number of countries have been trying to con-

clude treaties of association or trade agreements with.the EEC, years ~~ss 

without progress, Even before the EEC is enlarged, Britxin and the other 

applicant countries should get together with the Six and try and develop 

a joint policy based on a common aid budget, and a technical assistance 

programme, These should be coupled with commodity agreemQnts and access for 

underdeveloped countries to adequate capital .resources, Combined European 

resources would mean that this aid need not be confined merely to former 

colonial territories but could indB.ed be spread throughout the world, Eur

opean trading interests are world wide and by allocating the resour~es in 

Africa, Asia and South ~~erica, we would reduce the dependence of the 

underdeveloped countries in those continents upon assistance from any one 

super-power, and in this way avoid the dangers of economic imperialism, 

A united Europe whose members had come together through free and peace

ful negotiation t<:> create a new community of peoples for their own common 

good would not only provide a new point of equilibrium in world politics 

but also an example. It is not only in Europe that the problems of balk

anisation and national wishes depress living standards and impede social 

and cultural development, and the lessons learnt in the long process of 

European integration, as well as the proof that it could succeed, would 

be of great use and encouragement to many divided regions of the world. 

A common European foreign policy can thus be seen as a major factor 

in reducing world tensions, Within Europe the aim is to end the military 

confrontation of the super po;rers, and outside our continent to provide 
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a counter balance to Soviet and American competition flor the economic 

domination of the underdeveloped world, 

VII WHAT .SHOULD BE DONE ~JOW 

The economic Communities; for all their inherent limitations and their 

present 

if less 

stagnation, must 

than was hoped, 

be preserved, Their achievements have been great, 

But so long as the French veto on enlargement and 

integration remains, it. is essential those Western European cotmtries 

that are willing to do so should press forward their integration,,in the 

following fields: 

1. Technology and science 
2. Cultural and educational 'exchanges 
3. Monetary policy 
4. Foreign policy 
5. Defence 
6, Overseas development 

' Mere inter-governmental cooperation and consultation is not enough, 

however, and appropriate institutions to undertake action in these fields 

must be set up, However, they must be designed with a view to their merger 

with the institutional framework of the existing Connnunities as soon as 

political circumstances are favourable, 

THE INSTITUTIONS 

The established Community division of powers between an Executive 

(the Commission), responsible for initiating and drawing up policy, as 

well as implementing it after its acceptance by a Council, together with the 

element of democratic control by the Parliament and of ,iudicial control 

by the Court, has served well, But certain weaknesses, notahly the per

sistence of the veto right and the absence of effective democratic control, 

must be remedied, 

As it seems unlikely that the political Community could be merged with 

the existing Connnunities at once, it would be necessary to set up parallel 

institutions in Brussels for the new Community, with as much common member

ship with the existing Community instititicns as possible, By ensuring 

that the new Community's institutions are' more effective than those of the 

Executive Committee 1s; the latter could themselves gain greater dynamism, 

COUNCIL 

·There appears to be no reason to suppose that the members of the exist-
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ing Commission would be ineligible for the membership of the political 

Commission becuase of their obligations under the Rome and Paris Treaties. 

Initially at least, the political Commisssion could be smaller than the 

existing Commission, and its functions would be less concerned with .detailed 

policy-making and hdministration, It should therefore be possible for some 

members of the existing Commission to serve also on the political Commission, 

the appointment of all of whose members .should be subject to individual 

approval by the Assembly. 

PARLIAMENT 

As with the Council, there should be fio difficulty in establishing a 
11 political11 Assembly whose members from the Six should be the members of the 

European Parliament. (If any.member country of the economic Communities 

does not join the political Community its members of the European Parliament 

could be non-voting participators in the political Assembly). Moreover, 

jw t as the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and the European 

E'arliament hold joint meetings, so could the latter and the 11 political11 · 

Assembly unite at least three times a year. 

Including, say, 36 representatives from the UK and eight each from 

Norway, Denmark and Ireland (with representation from other countries as 

necessary), the political Assembly WaL1ld have some 200 members (assuming 
·' 

French participation). 

The commitment to early direct elections Qnd the greater power of 

the parliamentarians over· the affdrs of the political Community, especially 

in budgetary matters would do a gre~.t deal to improve the effectiveness of 

the European Parliament itself. Pending direct elections, the inclusion 

of all political groups represented in the national parliaments would 

enhance the value of the Assembly, while its greater effectiveness would 

ensure that the national parliamentls delegates would be capable spokesmen 

to-the Assembly. When the political and economic Committees are merged, 

a senate of regional representatives should be elscted, 

COURT 

As the political Community would lack the degree of administrative 

implementation of the economic Communities, the full panoply of a separate 

court would be unnecessary, However, a judicial committee to settle !lk"ltters 

of legal interpretation of the political treaty would be advisable • 
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FINANCE 

The effectiveness of the political Community uill be measured by its 

manner of financing and the way in which its expenditure is undertaken. 

If each member state were to contribute, for an initial five-year 

period, one half of one per cent of the value of its gross national pro

duct (or the value of the equivalent yield from the added - value tax), 

the political Community of the Six plus the Four would hc.ve an annual budget 

of some $ 2,400 million, or the same as the Six themselves are spending in 

1968-69 on their common agricultural policy. This sum would probably 

be c.dequate for each of the initial five years to fimr:ce the joint 

activities undertaken ~ the political Community; financing the institutions, 

joint weapon and military equipment development, technological rese~rch and 

the financing of projects, their joint overseas aid programme, youth ex

changes, etc. 

Supervision of the budget and.expenditure could be shared between 

the Council, Commission and Assembly. The rest of the Community's ex

penditures would be on technology, where in both bilateral and integrated 

programmes undertru,en to date, too many projects have been started and 

contracts awarded on political rather than economic, grounds. While the· 

principle of the 11fair return" is one recognized in both national and 

international political life, it should be possible to devise a system 

whereby projects are agreed and contracts awarded Tik~inly on technological 

grounds. All information regarding decisions about projects and contracts 

should be made available to the Assembly, which should have the ·power to 

subpoena ministers, Commissioners and independent Yirtnesses to its Committees. 

By these means it might be possible to combine ·Community financing with 

efficiency in execution of projects. 

CONCLUSION 

Regrettably, further progress towards European unity seems unlikely 

at present within the framework of the existing treaties. Without sacrificing 

any of the progress already achieved within the EED, or prejudicing its own 

development, a new and major initiative is nou necessary in the political fieLd. 

The proposal to create a European Political Community alohgside the 

existing EEC seems to offer the best hope of achieving a breakthrough towards 

our ultimate objective. If the new Community has an inbuilt timetable for 

its ::cctivities, progress towards union might ·well become faster than that 

of the EEC. By creating a neu focus ~f power uithin our continent it 
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would have a powefful impact upon the EEC by its example, and would 

encourage faster progress towards Economic union and the merger of the two 

Communities. 

Success would rekindle the European spirit and capture the imagination, 

particul&rly of young Europeans with a visiin of a United Europe, and the 

fulfillment of a dream worth working and fighting for. 

Our next step therefore must be to persuade European Governments to 

convene a second Messina conference to negotiate a new Treaty guiding us 

further on the road towards European union • 


